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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
EPA Docket Center (EP AlDC) 
Mailcode 61 02T 
Attention: Docket ID No, EPA-HQ-OAR-2oo8-0508 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Re: 	 Comments Regarding the Proposed Rule, Mandatory Reporting of 
Greenhouse Gases (proposed Rule) dated April 10, 2009 (74 FR 16,448) 
Docket ID No. EPA- HQ-OAR- 200S-0508 

Dear Docket Clerk: 

Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, L.P. (Kinder Morgan) thanks the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) for the opportunity to comment on the Proposed Rule on 
Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases (proposed Rule). Kinder Morgan appreciates 
the challenges of crafting such a rule, and offers these comments in a constructive spirit 
and with the intention of improving the Proposed Rule to ensure that it achieves its 
intended goals and yields useful data at a reasonable cost. 

Introduction 

Kinder Morgan is a leading energy, transportation and storage company in North 
America. Kinder Morgan is comprised of four primary business segments in the United 
States- CO2, Natural Gas Pipelines, Products Pipelines, and Terminals. Kinder Morgan 
owns an interest in or operates more than 35,000 miles of pipelines and 170 terminals. 
Our pipelines primarily transport natural gas, gasoline, crude oil, and CO2, and our 
terminals store petroleum products and chemicals and handle bulk materials like coal and 
petroleum coke. Kinder Morgan also owns interests in CO2 production wells. Kinder 
Morgan's services and technology contribute to the nation's energy security, economic 
growth and environmental protection. 

Comment Structure and Summary 

I. Overview of Kinder Morgan's Operations 
II. 	 Guiding Principles for the Proposed Rule 

)0> Provides our suggestions as to how the guiding principles behind the Proposed 
Rule should infonn its content. 

ID. General Comments on the Proposed Rule 



}il> 	 Timing of Implementation - Kinder Morgan seeks deferral of the rule for at least 
one year. Kinder Morgan believes such a deferral will result in the collection of 
better data. If EPA insists on maintaining the January 1, 2010 date, then EPA 
should allow its alternative "best available data" approach for data collected for 
the 2010 monitoring year. 

»- Timing of Reporting - To avoid conflicts with reporting requirements under many 
existing federal environmental laws, the March 30 annual reporting deadline 
should be moved to June 30. 

};> 	 "Once in, always in" Reporting Rule - Kinder Morgan recommends that facilities 
that are below the reporting threshold for two years continuously should no longer 
be subject to reporting requirements. The proposed "once in, always in" rule 
would discourage emission reductions and impose reporting costs on facilities that 
EPA has determined are not significant enough to warrant reporting. 

~ 	Designated Representative - Kinder Morgan recommends that the new owner of a 
facility incur legal liability only for actions taken by a designated representative 
after the change in ownership. 

~ 	State-Level Implementation - Kinder Morgan supports EPA's decision to 
preserve an exclusive role for itself with respect to implementing the reporting 
requirements of the Proposed Rule. 

IV. Kinder Morgan Key Concerns .,. Subpart PP-Suppliers of Carbon Dioxide 
Kinder Morgan believes that EPA's treatment of C02 production wells under 
Subpart PP, Suppliers of Carbon Dioxide is unwarranted. EPA "propose[s] that 
all CO2 production wells owned by a single owner or operator in a given Dome 
report the mass of C02 extracted andlor transferred off site."! Production of 
natural CO2 is not an emission source and is therefore not an appropriate point for 
reporting. The technical support document (TSD) specifically presumes that C02 
produced and delivered downstream, such as to an EOR project, is ultimately 
emitted.2 That is not accurate. Kinder Morgan believes that EPA should instead 
collect data on actual CO2 emissions above the 25,000 ton threshold if and where 
they occur rather than assume CO2 that is produced is eventually emitted 
somewhere else. 

~ 	Subpart W-Fugitive Emissions From Oil and Natural Gas Systems 
Kinder Morgan is concerned with the lack of a screening method to detennine the 
applicability of the Subpart W reporting requirement. Without such a screening 
method, a prudent operator would have to carry out a full measurement program 
at every facility, year in and year out, to determine whether the 25,000 tons C02
e per year threshold is met. Kinder Morgan provides several suggested screening 
methods for applicability. Kinder Morgan is also concerned with EPA's 
treatment of fugitive emissions under Subpart W, Oil and Natural Gas Systems. 
Kinder Morgan disagrees with EPA's definition of "fugitive emission" and 
proposed detection and measurement methods. Determining and measuring 
fugitives the way EPA proposes would actually reduce data quality and do so at 
unjustifiably higher costs. Kinder Morgan offers several alternatives for EPA's 

1 Mandatory Reporting ofGreenhouse Gases, 74 Fed. Reg. 16,448, 16,585 (proposed Apr. 10,2009). 
2 EPA, Technical Support Document for CO2 Supply at 7. 



consideration, such as a volume balance approach and an alternative monitoring 
program based on representative direct measurement, that will better serve the 
goals of the reporting rule and allow greater flexibility for improved future 
technologies. 

~ 	SUbpartNN-Suppliers of Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids 
EPA's treatment of natural gas processing facilities under subpart NN (I) double 
counts NGLs; (2) overstates NGL combustion; and (3) may create an improper 
presumptive point of regulation. For these reasons, Kinder Morgan urges EPA to 
reconsider the "upstream" reporting approach. Kinder Morgan recommends 
reporting of fractionated NGLs for known end-uses only and not bulk, 
unfractionated NGLs. Such an approach would prevent double reporting, provide 
full reporting ofNGLs, and provide EPA with a more accurate understanding of 
the contribution that NGLs make to nationwide GHG emissions. 

)- Subparts MM- Suppliers of Petroleum Products 
Kinder Morgan engages in substantial blending activities at its tenninals and is a 
registered oxygenate blender under 40 C.F.R. § 80. Kinder Morgan requests 
confirmation that the Proposed Rule excludes these activities from reporting 
requirements as stated in the Preamble. Kinder Morgan also seeks to clarify the 
definitions of "importer" and "exporter" in the proposed 40 C.F.R. § 98.390 to 
ensure that blenders and transport service providers are excluded. 

~ 	Subpart KK-Suppliers of Coal 
Kinder Morgan's system includes several terminals where coal is oIDoaded, 
stored and reloaded for subsequent shipment. The Proposed Rule requires coal 
mines to report production and relies on the Mine Safety and Health Act's 
(MSHA) definition of "coal mine." Kinder Morgan is concerned that using the 
MSHA definition of coal mine is overly expansive, and should be clarified to 
exclude post-mining activities such as those in which Kinder Morgan is involved. 

Kinder Morgan appreciates EPA's consideration of these comments and is willing to 
provide any additional support or information. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Dang 
Chief Financial Officer 
Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, L.P. 

Attachment: Kinder Morgan Comments RE: Docket No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0508, 
Mandatory Reporting of Greeubouse Gases (Proposed Rule) dated April 10, 2009 (74 FR 
16448) 

cc: Dina Kruger Roger Fernandez 
BiIllrving Lisa Hanle 
Babora lemelkova Suzie Kocchi 
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I. Overview of Kinder Morgan'! QperatioDs 

A. Kinder Morgan CO? Business 

Kinder Morgan is the leading transporter and marketer of CO2 in North America. Kinder 
Morgan delivers approximately 1.3 billion cubic feet (BcUd) per day of naturally 
occurring C~ through about 1,300 miles of pipelines. Kinder Morgan is a leading 
provider of C~ for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) projects in North America. CCh 
transport and EOR operations contribute to solving the climate change challenge because 
they are the technological foundation upon which current carbon capture and 
sequestration (eCS) efforts rest. In addition to C0:2 pipelines and oil producing fields, 
this business segment owns significant interests in and operates CO2 source fields, natural 
gas processing plants, and a crude oil pipeline. 

B. Kinder Morgan Natural Gas Pipelines 

Kinder Morgan is one of the largest natural gas transporters and storage operators in the 
United States. Kinder Morgan transports up to 18 Befld of natural gas through 
approximately 24,000 miles of gas pipelines in the Rocky Mountains, the Midwest and 
Texas. 

C. Kinder Morgan Products Pipelines 

Kinder Morgan is the largest independent transporter of refined petroleum products in 
North America. Kinder Morgan transports over 2 million barrels per day of gasoline, jet 
fuel, diesel, natural gas liquids, and other fuels through more than 8,000 miles of 
pipelines. Kinder Morgan also has approximately 50 liquids terminals in this business 
segment that store fuels and offer blending services for ethanol and other products. 

D. Kinder Morgan Terminals Business 

Kinder Morgan is the largest independent terminal operator in North America. Kinder 
Morgan has more than 170 terminals that store petroleum products and chemicals, and 
handle bulk materials such as coal, petroleum coke and steel products. Key assets in our 
terminals business include large liquids facilities that store refined petroleum products 
and a1ternative fuels in New York Harbor, the Houston Ship Channel and southern 
California. Kinder Morgan also has bulk terminal operations that handle such materials 
as coal in the Southeast, petcoke along the Gulf Coast and steel products in the Midwest. 
Our facilities have approximately 100 million barrels of liquids capacity and handle about 
100 million tons of materials annually. 
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n. Guiding Principles for the Proposed Rule 

Kinder Morgan understands that EPA' s key goals are to: 

};> Obtain data that is of sufficient quality to infonn a range of future climate change 
policies and regulations. 

)- Balance the rule coverage to maximize the amount of emissions reported while 
excluding small emitters. 

)- Create reporting requirements that are consistent with existing GHG reporting 
programs by using existing GHG emission estimation and reporting 
methodologies to reduce reporting burden, where feasible. 3 

Kinder Morgan agrees that the rule coverage must be balanced, but it has concerns with 
several of EPA's assumptions in designing its ' 'upstream'' reporting requirements. For 
example, Kinder Morgan does not think that CO2 extracted for EOR operations, almost 
none of which is emitted to the atmosphere, should be reported as if it were a potential 
source of emissions like coal, petroleum, or some industrial GROs. EPA's assumption 
that industrial GHGs or fossil fuels are "almost always .. 4 used in a way that results in 
emissions to the atmosphere is simply not valid for CO2, and would cause Kinder Morgan 
to vastly overstate the GHG emissions resulting from its CO2 / EOR operations. EPA 
also wrongly requires reporting of the GHG content of all natural gas liquids (NGLs) 
supplied by domestic gas processors, because a large proportion of these products are not 
used as fuel but as industrial inputs for plastics, carpeting and other products. 

Kinder Morgan also agrees with EPA that reporting requirements should be consistent 
with GHG reporting programs by using existing GHG emission estimation and reporting 
methodologies to reduce reporting burden, where feasible. However, this principle is not 
always realized in the Proposed Rule. For estimation of fugitive emissions from oil and 
natural gas systems, for example, existing practice calls for the use of emission factors or 
volume balances. 

In. General Comments on the Proposed Rule 

A. Timing of Implementation and Reporting 

EPA's proposal to begin monitoring GHG emissions on January 1,2010 and require the 
first annual report to be submitted by March 31 , 20 II is likely to lead to poor data 
collection in general and poses severe logistical problems for Kinder Morgan. While 
there may be a tremendous amount of pressure to finalize OHO reporting rules, it is more 
important to ensure that the data collected is accurate and useful. Collecting bad data 
could lead to faulty conclusions and misdirected policies. From Kinder Morgan's 
perspective, the proposed monitoring and reporting in several areas goes significantly 
beyond existing requirements and business practices. Almost every aspect of the human 

J Mandatory Reporting ofGreenhouse Gases, 14 Fed. Reg. 16,448, 16,456 (Apr. 10,2009). 
41d. 
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and physical infrastructure needed for Kinder Morgan to implement the Proposed Rule 
remains undeveloped as of mid-2009. While this challenge is true across the different 
Kinder Morgan business units, it is most evident with regard to Part W because the 
Proposed Rule does not provide simplified or well-defined methods through which 
fugitive GHG emissions caD be calculated from readily available data. These concerns 
are discussed in more detail below. 

The Proposed Rule requires the annual emission report to be filed by the end of the first 
quarter. Kinder Morgan supports deferring the annual deadline for emissions reporting 
until June 30, which madcs the end of the second calendar quarter. A June 30 deadline 
would be more consistent with existing state GHG reporting programs, many of which do 
Dot require the submission of data until the second quarter of the year. S States adopted 
this deadline with the understanding that it takes time to collect, organize, assure and 
control quality, correct, and analyze emission data and required metadata, as well as 
prepare inventories in a fonnat suitable for submission. In addition, stationary sources 
are already obligated to submit several data-intensive reports to various agencies, 
including EPA, in the first quarter of the year. These include Title V semiannual 
monitoring reports and annual certifications under the Clean Air Act; quarterly deviation 
reports under the Clean Air Act; Discharge Monitoring Reports under the Clean Water 
Act; and Tier II reports under the Emergency Preparedness and Community Right-to
Know Act. A June 30 second-quarter submission deadline would provide a more 
reasonable amount of time and help prevent GHG reporting obligations from interfering 
with these existing reporting requirements. 

Suggested change regarding annual deadline 

40 C.f.R. § 98.3(b). Schedule. Unless otherwise specified in subparts B through PP, you must 
submit an annual GHG emissions report no later than MMell31 June 30 of each calendar year 
for GHG emissions in the previous calendar year. 
(1) For existing facilities that commenced operation before January I, ~ 2011, you must 
report emissions for calendar year ~ 20II and each subsequent calendar year. 
(2) For new facilities that commence operation on or after January I, ~ 2011 .. ..[remaining 
text of subparagraph is unchanged] 
(3) For any facility or supplier that becomes subject to this rule because of a physical or 
operational change that is made after January I, ~ 201 I .... [remaining text of subparagraph 
is unchan ed . 

If EPA insists on maintaining the proposed dates of January 1,2010, for monitoring and 
March 31, 20 II, as the deadline for the first armual report submission, then Kinder 
Morgan believes that EPA's alternative "best available data" approach6 would be 
preferable to the proposed timetable. The alternative ''best available data" approach, 

5 For example, June 30 is the submission deadline for the General Reporting Protocol of the Climate 

Registry, which has been accepted in 42 states and the District ofColumbia. The Climate Registry, 

General Reporting Protocol v.l.l at 8 (2008), available at 

bttp:J/www.theelimateregistry.orgldownloadslGRP.pdf. 

6 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,471. 
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however, has several drawbacks. This approach would yield uncertain and inconsistent 
data for facilities where there is considerable disagreement over what constitutes "best 
available data." GHG emission estimates based on "best available data" will not be 
comparable to figures for 20 II and subsequent years, making that data of limited use to 
EPA. Efforts to gather "best available data" for the 2010 monitoring year would divert 
time and resources that could better be applied to preparing personnel, equipment, and 
data management systems for emissions monitoring in 20 11. Ultimately, EPA's 
regulatory efforts would be best served by allowing all sectors, and especially the gas 
transmission sector on which it is imposing significant new monitoring obligations, an 
additional year to provide for a smooth transition to GHG monitoring. 

B. Once In. Always In 

Kinder Morgan strongly supports amending the Proposed Rule to allow reporting 
faci lities that fall below the emissions threshold for two consecutive years to discontinue 
reporting until and unless the facility emissions exceed the reporting threshold. As EPA 
recognizes, the proposed "once in, always in" rule creates disincentives for emission 
reductions, and imposes reporting costs on facilities that EPA has determined are not 
significant enough to warrant reporting. 7 "Once in, always in" is particularly problematic 
for facilities that are idled, inactivated, or dismantled. Moreover, the data collection 
benefit that EPA attributes to the "once in, always in" rule - that it is "important ... to be 
able to track trends in emissions and understand factors that influence emission levels"g 
is unconvincing. In most sectors, the factors that drive GHG emissions are well
understood and, in any event, a two-year exclusion rule would still provide EPA with an 
abundance of detailed data from which to draw policy conclusions. 

Suggested change to once in/always in 

40 C.F.R. § 98.2(g)(l) Once a facility or supplier is subject to the requirements of this part, the 
owners and operators of the facility or supply operation must continue for each year thereafter 
to comply with all requirements of this part, ineitlEiiag the Teqtliremeftt ta sl:tl:lmit GHG 
8HS4ssiaB re~8rts, eveR if tee facility aT sttp~iicr Eiaes Rat maet the appiieal:lility reEj:tliremests is 
p&F8gfllpk (a) ef this seetie" i" a fuflH:e year unless the condition in subparagraph (2) of this 
paragraph is satisfied. If the condition in subparagraph (2) is satisfied, the facility or supplier 
may discontinue reporting emissions as provided in this part. However. the facility or supplier 
shall reevaluate applicability as prOVided in paragraph (j) ofthis section. [Final sentence of 
original text moved to subparagraph (3) below]. 
(2) A facility or supplier subject to the reporting requirements of this part may discontinue 
reporting if the facility or supplier fails to meet the applicability requirements ofparagraph (a) 
of this section in two consecutive monitoring years. If reporting is discontinued pursuant to 
this subparagraph. the deSignated representative for the facility or supplier shall provide an 
appropriate notice accompanying its final report to EPA. 
(3) If a GHG emission source in a future year through change ofownership .... 

7 !d. at 16,470. 
~ Id. 
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C, Liability for Acts of Prior Designated Representative 

Kinder Morgan is deeply concerned by the implication in the proposed 40 C.F.R. § 
98.4(h) that a new owner of a facility could incur legal liability for actions that the 
Designated Representative undertook under previous ownership. EPA should clarifY that 
the liability of a new owner only extends to actions of the Designated Representative 
made after the change in ownership and after the point when the Designated 
Representative becomes an employee of the new owner. The previous owner should 
remain liable for statements made by its Designated Representative during its period of 
operation and ownership. Indeed, EPA's new pilot project under its audit policy 
recognizes that new owners 8re not responsible for compliance prior to their ownership.9 

The clarifying language that Kinder Morgan suggests below is also consistent with 
existing permit requirements under the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act, which 
require owners and operators to be responsible for their actions and hold the permit 
during their period of ownership or operation but not thereafter. In any industry where 
facilities change corporate ownership, lack of clarity on this point could unintentionally 
create significant legal risks. 

Suggested change to owners and operators obligatiOns. 

40 C.F.R. § 98.4(h)(J) Changes in owners and operators. In the event a new owner or 
operator is not included in the list of owners and operators in the certificate of 
representation under this section, such new owner or operator shall be deemed to be 
subject to and bound by statements or actions ofthe designated representative made after 
the new owner or operator commenced ownership or operation. Such statements or 
actions shall include the certificate of representation, the representations, actions, 
inactions, and submissions of the designated representative and any alternate designated 
representative, as if the new owner or operator were included in such list. .. . 
(2) Liability. Notwithstanding any other provision of this subpart, no new owner or 
operator of a facility shall be held liable for any certificate, representation, action, 
inaction or submission of a designated representative made before the new owner 
obtained title to the reporting facility or before the new operator began operating the 
reportingfacility. 

D. 	 State-Level Implementation of the Proposed Rule Would Unnecessarily Increase 
the Cost and Complexity of Compliance 

Kinder Morgan strongly supports EPA's decision to preserve an exclusive role for itself 
with respect to implementing reporting requirements under the Proposed Rule. 
Delegation of authority to the states under Section 114(b) of the Clean Air Act would 
have no conceivable advantage over the centralized data collection approach reflected in 
the Proposed Rule. Delegation of authority to states could result in inconsistent data 

') Interim Approach to Applying the Audit Policy to New Owner.;, 73 Fed. Reg. 44,991, 44,995 (Aug. I, 
2008). 
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collection and increased compliance risks. State-level implementation would inevitably 
increase the complexity (and cost) of compliance with the Reporting Rule, because 
reporting tools and requirements would be likely to differ from state to state. In addition, 
some states that operate their own emission reporting programs have had difficulty 
implementing reliable electronic reporting tools, and have experienced frequent service 
outages and data fonnat compatibility restrictions. As EPA recognizes in the Preamble to 
the Proposed Rule, exclusive EPA authority over data collection and enforcement is the 
option most likely to contain the cost of compliance, preserve the quality of data, and 
ensure rapid dissemination ofGHG emission reports. 10 

w. Kinder Morgan Key Concerns 

A. Subpart PP Suppliers of Carbon Dioxide 

Kinder Morgan's comments related to Subpart PP include the following components: 
summary, background on Kinder Morgan's operations pertaining to Subpart PP, 
discussion of the issue, Kinder Morgan's recommendation, and a primer on CO2 source, 
pipeline, and EOR operations. 

1. Summary 

Under Subpart PP of the Proposed Rule, CO2 production wells are included as Suppliers 
of Carbon Dioxide" and are required to report the mass of CO2 extracted from 
production wells 12. Transportation and distribution of CO2 and the injection and 
processing of CO2 for enhanced oil and gas recovery (EOR) are excluded from the 
Suppliers of CO2 source category and from the reporting requirement. 13 Kinder Morgan 
does not believe that CO2 production data will provide EPA with useful infonnation, and 
urges EPA to instead collect data on actual CO2 emissions where they occur above the 
25,000 tons CO2-e per year emission threshold. 

2. Background on Kinder Morgan's CO] Operations 

Kinder Morgan, with other co-owners, extracts over 1 billion cubic feet of CO2 per day 
from natural deposits at the McElmo Dome and Doe Canyon wells in Colorado, and 
transports the gas via pipeline to be injected into oil fields in Texas. Kinder Morgan's 
CO2 division is one of the nation's largest suppliers and transporters of CO2 for use in 
EOR operations and is a world leader in developing and implementing this important 
technology. Through its 1,300 plus mile CO2 pipeline system, the largest CO2 network in 
the world, Kinder Morgan's CO2 division presently supplies a critical and growing 
industry in the mid-continent region. Furthennore, Kinder Morgan has become one of 

10 ld. at 16.594. 

1174 Fed. Reg. 16448, 16725 (Proposed 40 CFR § 98.420(a)). 

" 74 Fed. Reg. 16448, 16725 (Propo,ed40 CFR § 98.422) . 

n 74 Fed. Reg. 16448, 16725 (Proposed 40 CFR § 98.420(a)). 
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the largest independent oil producers in the U.S., mainly due its use ofCo, injection and 
EOR. 

Kinder Morgan is committed to continuing to work with EPA to further our 
understanding of the potential for the permanent geologic sequestration oreD:!. including 
through the study of CO2 sequestration at EOR sites. In addition to enhancing national 
energy security and promoting economic growth, CO:! transport and EOR operations can 
contribute to solving the climate change challenge. C{}z transport and EOR operations 
are the technological foundation upon which current CCS efforts rest Industry 
experience with C(h transport and EOR continues to provide valuable insights 
concerning carbon sequestration techniques, pipeline performance standards, safety 
issues, subsurface geological issues and protection of drinking water. 

Kinder Morgan's C02 division has shared its expertise with both public and private 
partners, including several DOE Regional Sequestration Partnerships (such as WestCarb 
and the Southwest Partnership), the University of Texas Bureau of Economic Geology 
(UTBEG), and the privately funded u.s. Gulf Coast Carbon Center, in order to help 
further develop this technology. Recognizing the vital role carbon sequestration may 
play in the future, Kinder Morgan continues to provide funding, assets and human 
resources for a variety ofCCS efforts throughout North America. 

3. Discussion ofthe issue 

As noted in the Preamble to the Proposed Rule, C(h used in most industrial applications 
will eventually be released into the atmosphere. In contrast. the vast majority ofC~ that 
is produced from natural sources and used for EOR is not emitted. 14 During the EOR 
operation, the C02 is recycled, with minimal losses resulting from facility events such as 
maintenance blowdowns and upset conditions. EOR is a closed loop system and when 
the EOR project is no longer economic to operate, wells and equipment are shut in 
leaving the C02 pennanently in the fonnation (i.e., geologically sequestered). In our 
experience there have been rare occasions where CO2 from a retired EOR project may be 
produced and delivered to an adjacent or nearby EOR project, but again the end point 
remains the same, in the ground. Accordingly, CO2 source production is not and should 
not be presumed to be emitted. 

Kinder Morgan understands that EPA relied on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) protocoVreporting convention to justify its reporting requirement for C02 
production. Under that protocol, it is assumed that everything produced is emitted if 
there is a lack of reliable downstream infonnation. Kinder Morgan maintains that EPA 
does not need to rely on this default rule in the case of CO:JE;OR operations, because 

14 Around 98% of the CO2 Kinder Morgan produces is used in domestic EOR operations. The remaining 
2% is currently sold to distributors who resell the product to oil field service companies that use it primarily 
in hydraulic fractwinwwell stimulation and small EOR pilot projects (delivered to their customers by tank 
trucks, typically). 
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there is reliable evidence that less than t;1 of I % of C02 from production wells is 
ultimately emitted during the entire process of extraction, compression, pipeline 
transportation, and delivery to EOR injection wells. 

In addition, after an extensive review of available data, the IPee concluded that 
"[0]bservations from engineered and natural analogues as well as models suggest that the 
fraction (0[C02) retained in appropriately selected and managed geological reservoirs is 
very likely to exceed 99% over 100 years and is likely to exceed 99% over 1000 years. 
For well-selected, designed and managed geological storage sites, the vast majority of the 
CO2 will gradually be immobilized by various trapping mechanisms and, in that case, 
could be retained for up to millions ofyears.,,15 As explained in more detail below, by 
their very nature, EOR fields are well-selected, designed, and managed such that CO2is 
reliably retained in the given geologic formation both during active operation of the EOR 
field and after EOR operations have ceased. 

It is for these reasons that Kinder Morgan disagrees with EPA's interpretation of 
retention rate at EOR sites. In the Preamble of the Proposed Rule, EPA referenced a 
study of CO2 retention rates at EOR operations in the Permian Basin, and noted that 
reported retention rates ranged from 38 to 100%, with an average of 71%.16 It is 
important to understand that most of the "retention rates" being reported in this study 
were from ongoing EOR operations. During an EOR operation, the amount of C02 
"retained" by a reservoir, as the term is used by petroleum engineers, is the amount of 
CO2 that is not recovered with the oil for recycling and reuse for further oil extraction. 
This quantity has no relationship to the amount of C02 that wiU be retained by the 
geologic fonnation once the EOR operation is concluded and the reservoir is capped. 
The study notes that the amount retained "is the estimated total amount of CO2 that does 
not return to the surface once injected, thus is not recycled. Essentially 100% of the 
purchased C02 is still in the system. Practically, 100% of the fluid will be stored in the 
reservoir unless a reservoir blowdown is instigated.,,17 This analysis is consistent with 
the IPCC conclusions discussed above. 

Therefore, KM believes that EPA should instead collect data on actual C02 emissions 
above the 25,000 tons C02-e per year threshold at facilities if and where they occur, 
rather than assume CO2 that is produced from a source well is eventually emitted 
somewhere else. 

IS INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CARBON DIOXIDE CAP11JRE AND STORAGE 14 (Bert 


Metz et al. cds., 2005). 

16 74 Fed. Reg. 16448, 16584. 

11 Reid Grigg, Long-Term CO! Storage: Using Petroleum industry Experience, in 2 CARBON DIOXIDE 


CAPTURE FOR STORAGE IN DEEP GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 853, 860 (D.C. Thomas & S.M. Benson, cds. 

2005). 
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4. Recommendation: EPA should moniforemissions, not production O/COl 

Because most or all of the C(h produced from a natural source for purposes of EOR is 
geologically sequestered, the amount of C(h produced for this purpose does not provide 
EPA with useful information about actual emissions. In such situations-when the use of 
a product does not generally result in emissions-upstream emissions estimates based 
upon production are unhelpful, and do not fit within EPA's mandate from Congress to 
measure upstream emissions only as appropriate. 

Kinder Morgan therefore suggests that EPA change the definition of the Suppliers of 
Carbon Dioxide source category to exclude CO2 produced from natural sources for the 
purpose of EOR, except for those facilities where actual emissions to the atmosphere 
exceed the 25,000 ton per year reporting threshold. 

If EPA is not willing to exclude C02 produced for use in EOR from reporting 
requirements, Kinder Morgan urges EPA to make it abundantly clear in the Final Rule 
that CO2 reported as produced is not an emission, because most or all of this CO2 will 
never be emitted to the atmosphere. 

Kinder Morgan also suggests that the Proposed Rule be modified to include a de minimis 
provision for CCh/EOR systems to avoid imposing excessive reporting costs on minor 
emission points, much the same as the fugitive natural gas emissions (as outlined later). 
The surface equipment at a C02ffiOR operation is generally the same as that along the 
natural gas system, including engines, turbines, vents, flares, and fugitive components, 
such as flanges, pumps, valves, etc. There are thousands of fugitive component parts. 

Kinder Morgan therefore suggests that EPA require C~ emission reporting with a de 
minimis exception for negligible emission sources, by making the following changes to 
Subpart PP: 

Suggested Revisiuns to Proposed Subparl PP. 

Subpart PP SyppliefS ef Carbon Dioltide Systems 

§ 98.420 Definition of the source category. 

(a) The carbon dioxide (C02) 9ypplier systems source category consists of the following: 
(I) Production process units that capture a CO2 stream for purposes of supplying COl for 

commercial applications. Capture refers to the separation and removal ofCOl from a 
manufacturing process; fuel combustion source; or a waste, wastewater, or water treatment 
process. 

(2) faailitielt with eoa IIfelNeliefl 'Heil9. Enhanced oil and gas recovery (EOR) systems that 
consist ofthe following 

(i) CO} production facilities with Clctual emissions to the atmosphere greater than 25.000 
tons ofCOl per year. 
(ii) CO2 transmL~sion compre,uiun facilities with actllal emissions to the almo.yphere 
greater than 25,O()() tons ofCO} per year. 
iii Enhanced oil and as recovery OR acilities with actual emissions to the 
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atmosphere greater than 25,000 IOns ofCO! per year, 
(3) Importers or exporters ofbulk CO2• 

(b) This source category does not include the following: 
(1) Geologic sequestration (long term storage) of CO2• 


(~) IRjeeaee aBe SI:IeS8EfY8Ht prelktetiee MEYer pf<6eessiag erGO; feF eehafteeEl ail 888 ~ 


leee1fe.,.. 

(;'2) Above ground storage of CO2• 


(43) Transportation or distribution of CO2 via pipelines, vessels, motor carriers, or other means. 
(~) Pw'i6eMieft, eslflt'lFeseieH, af pffleessiBg efGO", CO2imported or exported in equipment. 

l'l 
(e) Any source 1i~/ed in § 98.420(a) shall not be required to report under Subpart W. 

§ 98.421 Reporting threshold. 

"BY !fttppliet' erGO.. \¥he You must report GHG emissions from your CO2 systems ifyourfacility meets the 
requirements of § 98.2(aX4) or thefacifity emits 25,000 metric tons CO]!! or more per year twctst npeA 
GIIG EImi99ieas. 

§ 98.422 GHGs to report. 

You must report the mass of carbon dioxide captured from production process writs, CO2 and CH4 
emissions in metric tons per yearfrom EORfacililies. tBEI mass efe~en sieftisEl enwetes FFem eRea 
sieKise pFe~etiea wells, and the mass of carbon dioxide imported and exported regardless of the degree of 
impurities in the carbon dioxide stream. 

§ 98.423 Calculating GHG emissions. 

(a) Facilities with production process units must calculate quarterly the total mass of carbon dioxide in a 
carbon dioxide stream in metric tons captured, prior to any subsequent purification, processing, or 
compressing, based on multiplying the mass flow by the composition data, according to Equation PP-l of 
this section. Mass flow and composition data measurements are made in accordance with § 98 .424 . 

• 
CO, = LQ*Cco• (Eq. PP-1) ,., 
Where: 

CO2= CO2mass emission (metric tons per year). 

CC02 = Quarterly average CO2concentration in flow (wt. % CO2). 

Q = Quarterly mass flow rate (metric tons per quarter). 


(b) C~ pfe~etiea well faeilities AMI' eelettlate EtHfiRElHY the tetal fRe9S ef Ela..eeB siellise ia e ElaffleB 
sienise sft'e8m FFem wells ia meB'ie teBs, f'FieF te aey Sl::leS8Ejl::leBt f'~fteatieft; f'fe889sitl~, 8F e8IBpf8Ssia~, 
eaSElS eft twctltiplying the Rl:ass flew ey the eelBpeai.ieB sata, 8eeeFSiB~ Ie :EEjl::l8liea PP 1. Mass flew &BS 
881Bpesiti8a Stita 1B8eSl::If81B8ats 8f8 lBase is e88eFSttSee 'fflth § 98.414. EOR systems must calcldate 
quarterly the total mass ofcarbon dioxide (COz) and methane (CH~ emittedfrom the following sources: 

(1) Combustion devices (as defined in § 98.30). 
(2) Vent Slacks, acid gas removal vent Slacks, blowdown vent 

stacks, and dehydrator vent stacks. 

(3) Component emissions. 

(c) EOR systems must estimate emissions using either an annuaf direct measurement. as specified in § 
98.424, or an engineering estimation method ~pecified in this section. You may use the engineering 
estimation method onlv (or sources (or which u method is snecified in this section. 
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(I) You may use engineering estimation me/hods described in § 98.33 ro calculate emissions from 
cQmbu.~/ion devices. 
(2) A combination ofengineering estimalion described in this section and direct measurement 
described in § 98.424 shall be used to calculate emissions from flare stacks. Calculate GHG 
volumetric /ugitive and flare emissiOnf at aclual conditions using Equation PP- 3 ofthis section: 

Va,; '" Vp· Ci • Mv • Mw (EO. PP-3) 

Where: 

Va,; = Emiuions aJGHG ;from oven!. 

Vp = Volume a/process gas sent to the vent determinedfrom § 98.424(b)(C) or £q. PP-2b 

Ci .. weight percent a/GHG I in the process gas delerminedfrom § 9S.414(b){C). 

Mv =proce.fSgas molar volume determined from § 98.424(b)(C). 

Mw - process gas molecular weight dererminedfrom § 98.424(b){C). 


(3) You may use engineering estimation methods described in this section to calculate emissions 
from componenLf. Emission estimates should be based on actual component 
counls and the emissionfilctors listed in Table PP~I using Equation PP-4 ofthis section: 

Ex,i= Nx ·Fx ·Ci-I (EO. PP-4) 

Where: 

Ex,; = Fugitive emissions o/GHG dor 'x" component type. 

Nx = Number of ··x" components in the process 

Fx "" Emission/actor/or component type "x"/rom Table pp.J 

Ci = weight percent ofGHG I in the process material. 

t = number afhours the equipment operated in that quarter 


Table PP-l. Oil and Gas Production Operations Fugitive Emission Factors 

Eqllip1tU!N Emission Factor (lb/hrcomponent) 

Valve 0.00992 
Flange/Connector 0.000860 
Compressor 0.0194 
Relief Valve 0.0194 

(d) Importers or exporters of a carbon dioxide stream musl calculale quarterly the tolal mass of carbon 
dioxide imported or exported in metric tons, based on multiplying the mass flow by the composition data, 
according 10 Equation PP-I. Mass flow and composition data measurements are made in accordance with § 
98.424. The quantities of CO2 imported or exported in equipment, such as fire extinguishers, need not be 
calculated or reported. 

§ 98.424 Monitoring and QAlQC requirements. 

(a) Facilities with production process units that capture a carbon dioxide stream must measure on a 
quarterly basis using a mass flow meter the mass flow of the CO2 stream captured. [f production process 
units do not have mass flow meters installed to measure the mass flow of the CO~ stream captured, 
measurements shall be based on the mass flow ofgas transferred off site using a mass flow meter. In either 
case, sampling also must be conducted on at least a quarterly basis to determine the composition ofthe 
captured or transferred CO2 stream. 
(b) Cafflal'l eiaMiee jlftlaaetiaM Willi faeilities MUlSt measwe aM It EtllllRerly ~8si8 the Rl6S9 naw afthe CO.. 
9fre8:fll e!tHe'eEl ti9H!g 81B8fJfJ Ae'H meier. If the C~ flf8thletieB well, Ele Ret hIVe 1M!l9 Aaw H1a18FS 

http:proce.fS
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efgas tl9lt¥3uffed effsite ttliftg a !BaSS f.lew meter. 1ft either ease, Sflffltlliftg ffltI5t be eeHEItlEltee eft at least a 
EftiaFtl!fly '8Mi!l t8 Ill!ti!ffl'liftl! 1'Jii! 1!8M1'8!1iti8B 8ftsI! l!J(treet8a 8£ IfrtIMfeR"l!a i!R88 ai8J1ial!. EOR ~ystems 
must meet the following monitoring and QAIQC requirements. Appropriate standl.lrds methods in § 98.7 
for vent stack and component emissions are to be implemented as necessary. 

(J) Monitoring and QAIQC requirements in § 98.34 for combustion sources. 
(2) Parameters for calculating emissions from vents: 

(i) Insert flow velocity measuring device (such as hot wire anemometer, ultrasonic 
flowmeter, or pitot tube) directly upstream ofthe venlto determine the velocity ofgas 
sent to vent. 
(ii) Sample representative gas to the venJ stack every quarter /0 evaluate the composition 
ofGHGs present in the stream, the gas molar volume, and molecular weight. Record the 
average ofthe most recent four gas composition analyses. which shalf be conducted 
u.~ing ASTM DJ945-03 (incorporated by reference, see § 98.7). 

(3) Parameters for calculating emissions from component.\': 
(i) Determine the quantity ofeach component type thaI is active each quarter. 
Keep records ofthe times when any portion ofthe process is empty and cleaned ofall 
process material as that time should be excluded from emission calculations. 

(c) Importers or exporters of bulk COl must measure on a quarterly basis the mass flow of the CO2 stream 
imported or exported using a mass flow meter and must conduct sampling on at least a quarterly basis to 
detennine the composition of the imported or exported CO2 stream. If the importer of a CO2 stream does 
not have mass flow meters installed to measure the mass flow of gas imported, the measurements shall be 
based on the mass flow of the imported CO2 stream transferred off site or used in on-site processes, as 
measured by mass flow meters. If an exporter of a CO2 stream does not have mass flow meters installed to 
measure the mass flow exported, the measurements shall be based on the mass flow of the CO2 stream 
received for export, as measured by mass flow meters. [n all cases, sampling on at least a quarterly basis 
also must be conducted to determine the composition of the CO2 stream. 
(d) Mass flow meter calibrations must be NIST traceable. 
(e) Methods to measure the composition of the carbon dioxide captured, extracted, transferred, imported, or 
exported must confonn to applicable chemical analytical standards. Acceptable methods include U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration food-grade specifications for carbon dioxide (see 21 CFR 184.1250) and ASTM 
standard E-1745-95 (2005). 

§ 98.425 Procedures for estimating missing data. 

(a) Missing quarterly monitoring data on mass flow of CO2streams captured, entreetea, imported, or 
exported shall be substituted with the greater of the following values: 

(I) Quarterly CO2 mass flow of gas transferred off site measured during the current reporting year. 
(2) Quarterly or annual average values ofthe monitored CO2 mass flow from the past calendar year. 

(b) Missing monitoring data on the mass flow of the CO2 stream transferred off site shall be substituted 
with the quarterly or annual average values from off site transfers from the past calendar year. 
(c) Missing data on composition of the CO2stream captured, elitreetea. used in EOR systems, treR!lftlR"ea, 
imported, or exported may be substituted for with quarterly or annual average values from the past calendar 
year. 
(d) 	 For the procedures in § 98.423 and § 98.424. best available estimates shall be used to substitutefor 

missing data. Where the missing data is in the nature ofa lost or erroneous direct measurement, the 
average ofthe previous two direct measurements for the component shall be deemed the best available 
estimate. Where the missing data can be obtained from public records or widely accepted references 
(e.g., ambient temperature), those records or references shall be used to supply the best available 
estimate. In all cases, the method used (0 derive substilute data shall be documented by the owner or 
operator and reported (0 the Administrator. 

§ 98.426 Data reporting requirements. 

In addition to the information required by § 98.3(c), each annual report must contain the following 
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information. 
(a) Each facility with production process units 8' CO; ,fEllNe.isR wells must report the following 
information: 

(1) Total annual mass in metric tons and the weighted average composition afthe CO2 stream captured, 
or transferred in either gas, liquid. or solid fonns. 

(2) Annual quantities in metric tons transferred to the following end use applications by end-use, if 
known: 
(i) Food and beverage. 
(ii) Industrial and municipal water/wastewater treatment. 
(iii) Metal fabrication, including welding and cutting. 
(iv) Greenhouse uses for plant growth. 
(v) Fumigants (e.g., grain storage) and herbicides. 
(vi) Pulp and paper. 
(vii) Cleaning and solvent use. 
(viii) Fire fighting. 
(ix) Transportation and storage of explosives. 
(x) Enhanced oil and natural gas recovery. 
(xi) Long-term storage (sequestration). 
(xii) Research and development. 

(b) CO2 importers and exporters must report the infonnation in paragraphs (aXI) and (aX2) at the corporate 
level. 

§ 98.427 Records that must be retained. 

In addition to the records required by § 98.3(g), you must retain the records specified in paragraphs (a) 
through (c) of this section. 
(a) The owner or operator of a facility containing production process units must retain quarterly records of 
captured and transferred CO2 streams and composition. 
(b) llIe eWRI!' eF epeN'e. efa eaRlEIH eieM:iee ~Pe8t1e'iell ,....I!II ftleili~ IBI:I!M maiMaill EjtlaRl!.l,. 'I!I!S~ sf 
thl! fII88!1 AS'IIsfIhB BAlNe'ee &Re fl'BMfl!fNe CG,. siNfIfR liRe eea..,esiliea. The owner or operator ofan 
EOR systems must maintain records ofthe dates on which measurements were condlti·ted. the resltlts ofall 
emis.~ion measltremenlS, calibration reports for mea~uremenl instruments used, and inpllls and outputs of 
calculations or emissions computer model runs used for engineering estimation ofemissions. 
(c) Importers or exporters ofCO2 must retain quarterly records ofthe mass flow and composition ofCO2 

streams imported or exported 

§ 98.428 Definitions. 

All tenns used in this subpart have the same meaning given in the Clean Air Act and subpart A of this part. 

Consistent with these changes to Subpart PP we also suggest these additional edits: 
Sec. 98.2 Do I need to report? 

(a)(4)(vi)(A) All pPeetlBBl'!IsfellAJSB eisllieB. Enhanced oil andgas recovery (EOR) systems with 
emissions greater Ihan 25,000 Ions ofco! per year. 

98.6 - Add Definition 

Enhanced oil and gas recovery facilities are engaged in the recovery of oil or gas from a reservoir by 
maintaining or enhancing reservoir pressure and increa~ing mobility by injecting carbon dioxide. 
Enhanced oil and gas recovery facilities also encompass Ihe purification, compression, alld processillg of 
recycled carbon dioxide. 

CO! trallsmission compression facility means any permanent combination ofcompressors that moves COl 
at increased pressure in transmission oioelines. 
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5. Data Reporting Requirements in § 98.426 

EPA has proposed requiring facilities producing CO2 from production wells to rewrt CO2 

production quantities at the corporate level rather than for each individual well. While 
Kinder Morgan does not support the reporting of CO2 production, Kinder Morgan agrees 
with the proposed owner level framework because domes or groups ofwells are generally 
under the control of a single operator. 

The Proposed Rule excludes fugitive emissions from C(h transportation, injection and 
storage. EPA states that although fugitive emissions are excluded under the current rute, 
EPA believes that it would be useful to obtain such data in order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of ces as an emission mitigation option. As described above, Kinder 
Morgan believes reporting requirements should focus on actual emissions above 25,000 
tons per year at a facility. 

The Proposed Rule also excludes errussions from geologic sequestration sites, but 
welcomes comment on a potential method for reporting for sequestration sites. Kinder 
Morgan believes that scientific research has demonstrated that these sites do not produce 
emissions, and therefore should not be subject to reporting requirements unless and until 
they actually exist and exceed the 25,000 tons per year threshold. 

Kinder Morgan also maintains that there is no justifiable reason for treating CO2 

differently from other upstream energy sources, especially since CO2 is not burned; 
rather, it is used as a product in EOR. For example, production of natural gas and oil are 
excluded on the basis that downstream reporting will provide adequate data for EPA's 
purposes. 

6. A Primer on CO] Source, Pipeline, and EOR Operations 

In support of our prior comments and in the event that EPA staff are not familiar with 
these operations, Kinder Morgan provides the following summary of C02 source, 
pipeline and EOR operations. The use of CO2 to enhance oil recovery operations helps 
maximize domestic oil production, thereby providing greater U.S. energy security and 
invaluable national security benefits. Domestic EOR operations using CO2 currently 
displace approximately 250,000 bId of imported oil and are expected to provide 
approximately 25% ofU.S. oil production by 2030, according to the AEO 2008 forecast. 

In Kinder Morgan's operations, CO2 is produced out of wellheads and into a pipeline 
network called a gathering system. The gathering system gathers the CO2 and delivers it 
to a central facility where water is removed and the CO2 is compressed from a lower 
pressure to a pressure high enough to be efficiently transported long distances. The CO2 

is transported above the critical pressure (dense phase) so that liquid and vapor CO2 are 
not co-existing. 

1 ~ 74 Fed. Reg. 16448, 16584-85; 74 Fed. Reg. 16448, 16726 (Proposed 40 CFR § 98.426(a». 
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Measurement of the COz is done as the COz enters the transmission system at high 
pressure. Orifice meters are used to measure all of the CO2 delivered from the production 
fields to the transmission pipelines. According to the Pipeline Rules of Thumb 
Handbook, orifice measurement of C02 has an accuracy of +/- 0.75%. Contracts in the 
C02 Industry have a required measurement accuracy of +1- 2.0%. It is important to note 
that given the compressibility of CO2• very minor inaccuracies in the temperature 
assumptions can cause measurement differences (positive and negative) that are 
conunonly in these ranges and therefore it should not be assumed that meter or 
calculation loss/gain is necessarily an emission. 

When the CO;z reaches the EOR site, it is injected into an oil field where it mixes with the 
oil and facilitates extraction. This is a closed loop system described in the following 
steps: 

(I) CO2 is injected under high pressure into the oil bearing formation, pushing the 
oil out of the field and decreasing its viscosity by mixing with it; 
(2) CO2 and the oil are extracted from the fonnation via the oil wells; 
(3) the oil and CO, are separated and the Co, is dehydrated and returned to the 
injection wells for reinjection. 

During the production, transportation, and use of CO2 at EOR sites, the surface 
equipment used is virtually identical to the equipment used in natural gas distribution 
systems (e.g., pipes, components, compressors, etc.) - and therefore any fugitive 
emissions can be determined. [n these systems, equipment blowdown (generally for 
maintenance work) is responsible for a significant portion of fugitive emissions, and the 
quantity of emissions can be reliably calculated using engineering estimates using simple 
volumetric, temperature, and pressure calculations. Because leaking CO2 is harder to 
detect than methane and the technologies proposed in Subpart W for detection and 
measurement are not appropriate or accurate for C(h systems, engineering estimates are 
more accurate, representative, and complete. Another potential source of emissions is 
upsets, such as those caused by power outages at the EOR site, and these emissions can 
also readily be determined with engineering estimates. Losses from the closed loop 
system are monitored closely because the CO2 is valuable. In addition, Kinder Morgan 
places a high value on its operational excellence program, emphasizing asset integrity 
and operational performance, assuring that production wells and injection wells are 
routinely monitored and tested for integrity, and providing assurance that they are not 
sources ofemissions. 

Utilizing the latest technology, including profile logs, tracers, and other surveillance 
techniques, Kinder Morgan carefully monitors injected CO2 in an EOR site because it, 
and the entrained hydrocarbons, are valuable commodities to the company. 19 Extensive 

19 For further information on monitoring technologies, please see U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY & 
NATIONAL ENERGY TEcHNOlOGY LABORATORY, C02 EOR TECHNOlOGY (2006), 
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies1oil-gaslpublicationslbrochureslC02Brochun:_Mar2006.pdf, and 
NATIONAL ENERGY TEcHNOLOGY LABoRATORY, MONITORING, VERIFICATION, AND ACCOUNTING OF C02 

http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies1oil-gaslpublicationslbrochureslC02Brochun:_Mar2006.pdf
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geologic surveys (and periodic additional testing) provide assurance that CO, injected in 
EOR fields is geologically confined. The CO2 injection process at an EOR site continues 
until oil extraction becomes uneconomical. At that point, wells are capped and the CO2 

is sequestered in the reservoir. At this post-operational stage, the project goes from being 
an EOR activity to serving as a carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) site. 

Kinder Morgan is an industry leader in developing and employing leading edge 
technologies, working hand in hand with universities and their scientists. The geologic 
formations into which C02 is injected for EOR projects are by their very nature secure 
geologic traps that should be capable of storing CO2 for millions of years. Evidence 
suggests that CO2 injected via EOR wells in compliance with the UIC regulations does 
not leak into the surrounding groundwater,20 let alone the atmosphere. The Department 
of Energy'S National Energy Technology Laboratory, the U.S. Regional Sequestration 
Partnerships, State geologic surveys, the U.S. Geologic Survey, and various State Energy 
Commissions are all engaged in efforts to develop and deploy the infrastructure and 
technology needed to safely and permanently sequester C02 underground. 

B. Subpart W-Fugitive Emissions From Oil and Natural Gas Systems 

Kinder Morgan's business reach and practices place it in a unique position to offer 
comments on EPA's proposed Subpart W, which would require the monitoring of 
fugitive GHG emissions from oil and natural gas systems. Kinder Morgan estimates that 
it owns or operates approximately 175 facilities that would be affected by the current 
language of Subpart W. 

Detection and control of fugitive emISSions has always been an important business 
priority for Kinder Morgan. Kinder Morgan considers product emitted to the atmosphere 
to represent an economic cost to be minimized or cost effectively eliminated. 
Accordingly, Kinder Morgan aggressively controls fugitive emissions through systematic 
accounting and control of lost and unaccounted for gas. Kinder Morgan routinely 
surveys for fugitive emissions and has significant experience with infrared cameras and 
acoustic leak detection methods. Kinder Morgan's fugitive efforts include participation 
in EPA's Natural Gas Star Program. Kinder Morgan has also been an active participant 
in EPA's effort to review currently available fugitive emission factors. 

Kinder Morgan is concerned that the proposed Subpart W relies on untested new methods 
for direct measurement of fugitive emissions from millions of trivial components of oil 
and natural gas systems, rather than allowing the use of emission factors, volume balance 

STORED IN DEEP GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS (2009), 
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/carbon_seq/refshelfIMV A_Document.pdf. 


20 Rebecca Smyth et aI., Assessing Risk 10 Fresh Wafer Resources/rom Long Term CO] Injection 

Laboratory and Field Studies, I ENERGY PROCEDlA 1957 (2009). International Energy Agency 

Greenhouse Gas Petroleum Technology Research Center, Weybum CO2 Monitoring and Storage Project 

Summary Report 2000-2004 (M. Wilson & M. Monca, eds., 2004). 


http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/carbon
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quantification or focused monitoring of the most critical fugitive emissions points based 
upon established techniques. EPA's proposed direct measurement methods would 
impose a high and disproportionate compliance cost on the industry. while yielding data 
that could be inferior (as outlined later) to that obtained through traditional methods. 
Kinder Morgan thus urges EPA to consider alternatives presented below and in the 
comments submitted on this Proposed Rule by the lnterstate Natural Gas Association of 
America (INGAA) as better ways to satisfy the Agency's need for accurate data while 
targeting the key components. 

The comments below: 
(1) Propose potential alternative screening approaches to determine whether the 
reporting threshold has been met; 
(2) Elaborate on the deficiencies in EPA's proposed direct measurement method; 
(3) Describe an alternative measurement approach proposed by the fNGAA, an 
alternative method using volume balance quantification, and provide alternative 
regulatory language; and 
(4) Offer technical comments on specific aspects of Subpart W. 

1. 	 Potential Alternative Methods to Detennine if the Reporting Threshold 
Has Been Met 

Kinder Morgan strongly supports the 25,000 ton C(h-e per year emission threshold that 
would generally trigger reporting obligations under the Proposed Rule. However, the 
proposed method for determining whether a facility meets the threshold would require 
facilities covered by Subpart W to make detailed, prescribed measurements regardless of 
actual emissions. 

These measurement requirements would vastly increase the cost of Subpart W relative to 
EPA's estimates, and would negate the administrative and cost advantages that EPA 
sought to achieve by selecting a 25,000 ton CO2-e threshold. Also, the Proposed Rule 
requires reevaluation of applicability with repeated measurement of the facility's 
emissions under Subpart W if the facility undergoes any physical or o~erational changes 
that could cause its emissions to exceed the reporting threshold. 1 Because EPA 
estimated the costs of the Proposed Rule on a per entity basis and then multiplied those 
costs only by the number of entities affected at the 25,000 ton C(h-e threshold, EPA's 
cost estimate significantly underestimates the level of effort required to comply with 
Subpart w. 

These requirements would place a severe burden on natural gas systems, especially 
interstate pipelines. For instance, there are on average approximately 10,000 components 
at a Kinder Morgan compressor station. There are around 175 compressor stations in the 
Kinder Morgan system. Based on the Proposed Rule, Kinder Morgan would have to 
conduct 1.75 million measurements annually beginning as early as January I, 2010. 

~ 1 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,613 (10 be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.2(f). 
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Kinder Morgan maintains that natural gas transmission systems represent particularly 
appropriate candidates for a capacity-based threshold or "simplified emission calculation 
tool" that would allow natural gas facility operators to easily determine whether Subpart 
W's reporting requirements apply. Recognizing that EPA has requested comment on the 
need for such tools,22 Kinder Morgan offers several suggested methods for determining 
whether the reporting threshold has been met. However, if EPA were to accept INOAA's 
alternative measurement methodology (described below and endorsed by Kinder 
Morgan), a capacity threshold or simplified emission calculation tool would not be 
required. 

a. 	 Volume Balance Approach 

Under this approach, if a facility has adequate instrumentation, the amount of gas leaving 
the facility or combusted for energy would be subtracted from the amount of gas entering 
the facility. The difference would be assumed to have been lost to the atmosphere, and 
would serve as an estimate of fugitive emissions for purposes of determining if the 
reporting threshold has been met. A "margin of safety" could be incorporated to account 
for measurement inaccuracy. This approach could be used by facilities with sufficient 
measurement equipment as determined by a Professional Engineer. 

b. 	 Existing Emission Estimation Techniques 

Under this approach, the most current emission factors available. either from the 1992 
GRI study or EPA's existing project to update these emission factors, would be applied to 
the facility to estimate fugitive emissions for purposes of detennining if the facility met 
the 25,000 ton COre threshold. Again, a margin of safety could be incorporated here to 
protect against the possibility of a "false negative" reporting detennination. 

c. 	 Subpart W Engineering Estimates for Vented Emissions, and Existing 
Emission Factors to Estimate Otber Fugitive Emissions 

This approach would essentially be an "abbreviated" Subpart W measurement - the 
Subpart W engineering estimation methods would be applied to vented sources, and the 
remaining fugitive sources would be detennined using the most current emission factors 
available to detennine whether the reporting threshold had been met. The advantage is 
that engineering estimates and emission factors are more practicable than direct 
measurement, and the engineering estimates would only need to be used on a limited 
number of vented sources. However, this method would be more burdensome than a 
"pure" emission factor approach or a volume balance. 

22 ld. at 16,470 "EPA requests comment on the need for developing simplified emissions calculation tools 
for certain source categories to assist potential reporters in determining applicability. These simplified 
calculation tools would provide conservatively high emission estimates as an aid in identifying facilities 
that could be subject to the rule." 
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d_ 	 Capacity, Size, or Component Count Threshold 

EPA could develop a "rule of thumb" to be applied to compressor stations below a 
certain level of gas throughput, a certain physical size, or certain component count (or 
any combination of these factors) that would be deemed to have emissions below the 
25,000 ton CO2-e threshold (similar to the heat input rate of30 nunBTUIhr that serves as 
a cutoff for stationmy combustion units). This method would be clear and 
straightforward. 

e. 	 "Best Available Data" 

This approach would allow reporting entities to use their own internal estimates, models, 
or measurement data to estimate emissions for the purpose of dctcnnining whether 
reporting is triggered. 

f. 	 SeH4Determination 

The Proposed Rule could simply not provide a method for determining whether reporting 
has been triggered, allowing each finn to use its sound scientific or engineering judgment 
and judge for itself how much risk of erroneous non-reporting to shoulder. 

2. 	 EPA's Proposed Direct Measurement Method Would Yield Inaccurate and 
inconsistent Results at High Cost 

a. 	 EPA' s Proposed Direct Measurement Method Would Yield 
Inaccurate or Misleading Results 

Once a determination has been made that the facility emissions exceed the 25,000 ton 
CO2-e per year emission threshold, more accurate data is necessary. The direct 
measurement methods proposed by EPA would provide only an incomplete "snapshot" of 
fugitive emissions at any given time, and are unlikely to provide a more accurate picture 
of emissions than a volume balance or emission factor model. As EPA is aware, the 
proposed Subpart W specifies twenty-four categories of oil and natural gas fugitive 
sources which must undergo annual fugitive emissions detection. 23 Reporting entities 
would be allowed to use engineering estimation to calculate fugitive emissions for only 
nine of those source categories,24 and would be required to use direct measurement for 
the remaining fifteen categories. 25 These measurements would have to be obtained 
manually by trained technicians, who would apply the highly constraining prescribed 
measurement methodologies to each physically accessible component. 

This direct measurement requirement creates significant inaccuracies and may provide a 
false perception of precision in measurement of inherently variable and difficult to 

n ld. at 16,616 (to be codified a140 C.F.R. § 98.232(a». 

" ld. (to be codifiod at 40 C.F.R. § 9S.233(b), (e». 

25 1d. al 16,618-19 (to be codified at 40 C.FR § 98.234(c), (f}-{h». 


http:categories.25
http:detection.23
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characterize emissions. First, as EPA noted in the Preamble and in its annual GHG 
inventory,26 non-vented fugitive emissions are notoriously variable even at the level of 
individual components, and depend on the pressure of gas within the system, the 
operational status of the components, and other operating conditions. Annual direct 
measurement of system components cannot capture this range of variables, and is thus 
unlikely to give an accurate estimate of alUlual emissions. Second, EPA's proposed 
method only pennits the estimation of emissions from components that can be safely 
accessed by a technician from the ground or from a stationary platform. 27 Because the 
configuration of system components varies widely among oil and natural gas facilities, 
EPA's method implies that a different selection of fugitive sources would be measured at 
each reporting facility. As a result, direct measurements are unlikely to yield a complete 
or consistent picture of emissions at any facility. Lastly, as EPA acknowledges in the 
Preamble to the Proposed Rule, direct measurement is difficult to coordinate with 
ongoing leak: detection and repair programs at oil and natural gas facilities. 28 

b. Direct Measurement in 2010 is Not Feasible 

Like other owners and operators of natural gas transmission facilities, Kinder Morgan 
does not possess (I) the necessary equipment to carry out leak detection and 
measurement on the scale required; (2) trained persOlUlel to operate that equipment; (3) 
data management systems to collect, archive, interpret and transmit emissions 
information; or (4) quality control procedures to ensure the integrity and completeness of 
emissions information. Contractors competent to perform the necessary detection and 
measurements are also in short supply, and likely to remain so for at least one to two 
years. The time required to properly train contractors and personnel cannot be 
overlooked, especially since some of EPA's proposed measurement methods - such as 
the use of high-volume samplers and infrared remote fugitive emission detection 
instruments - can only be mastered through experience. In light of these logistical 
challenges, Kinder Morgan strongly recommends that EPA consider an alternative to 
direct measurement. 

c. Direct Measurement is Costly 

EPA's proposed method of direct measurement would impose significant and 
disproportionate costs on the oil and natural gas sector - costs that, as described above, 
are unjustified in light of the marginal quality of data likely to be generated. EPA's 
estimate of the first year labor and capital costs of the Proposed Rule indicates that the 
1,375 entities ex~ected to report under Subpart W would incur $32.5 million in 
compliance costs. 9 The total costs will be higher in practice, because - absent a 
simplified applicability detennination method - all natural gas processing, transmission 
compression, and storage facilities would have to undertake measurement on an ongoing 

2~ Inventory of U.S. GHG Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2007, at 3-41; 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,535. 

27 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,680 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.234(k». 

181d. at 16,535. 

29 Id. at 16,597. 
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basis in order to determine whether their fugitive enllsslons exceed the reporting 
threshold of 25,000 tons C02-e per year. As EPA's estimates reveal, these costs would 
exceed those of any other sector affected by the Proposed Rule. Subpart W would 
account for 19% of the total compliance cost of the Proposed Rule and 43% of the total 
capital cost, even though oil and natural gas systems only represent a 3% share of 
nationwide downstream emissions. 30 

According to the Regulatory Impact Analysis prepared by EPA, the average first-year 
cost of complying with Subpart W would be approximately $21,415 per facility, with 
ongoing compliance costs of approximately $18,325 per facility.3! On a per ton basis, 
reporting under Subpart W costs $0.25 per ton the first year and $0.22 per ton in 
subsequent years.32 For Kinder Morgan. which operates 175 facilities potentially subject 
to Subpart W, these average costs would translate to a total compliance cost of roughly 
$3.5 million per year. By any measure, then, Subpart W is a costly rule whose burdens 
are disproportionate to the relative importance of oil and natural gas fugitive emissions in 
the overall national GHG inventory. Such costs are difficult to justify when alternative 
approaches could provide estimates of fugitive emissions that would be of equal or 
greater accuracy and at lower cost. 

d. 	 EPA's Proposed Direct Measurement Methods are Untested and 
Overly Prescriptive 

EPA's proposed direct measurement methods have not been refereed by measurement 
and standard-setting organizations such as ASTM, AGA or ASME, have never before 
been required of American oil and natural gas facilities, and to Kinder Morgan's 
knowledge, have never been implemented as part of a foreign regulatory program. As 
discussed below, EPA' s protocols are not only untested, they are also overly prescriptive 
and create a risk of inappropriate application and imprecise measurement results. 

3. 	 The INGAA Company-Specific Emission Factor Approach and Volume 
Balance Quantification Both Represent Superior Alternatives to the 
Proposed Direct Measurement Methods 

a. 	 Kinder Morgan Favon an Updated Emission Factor Approach 

As an alternative to EPA's approach, Kinder Morgan favors the use of up-ta-date 
company-specific emission factors developed by annual monitoring to estimate fugitive 
emISSIons. In particular, the emission factor approach described by INGAA in its 

JO [d.. Table VIII· I. 

31 Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Mandatory Reporting ofGreenhouse Gas Emissions Proposed Rule 

(GHG Reporting), 4-68, Tables 4-38 and 39 (Mar. 2009), 

http://www.epa.gov/climatechangelemissionsldownloadslGHG_RlA.pdf. 

J2 [d. at 5-5, Table S.2. 


http://www.epa.gov/climatechangelemissionsldownloadslGHG_RlA.pdf
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http:emissions.30
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comments to the Proposed Rule would address many of the shortcomings associated with 
direct measurement of fugitive emissions. 

The basic elements of this alternative, which are also described In the comments 
submitted by INGAA, are as follows: 

» 	Owners or operators of oil and natural gas facilities would focus on specific key 
components and sources that have been shown in numerous industry studies to 
account for over 80% ofGHG emissions. 

» Owners or operators of oil and natural gas facilities would conduct a direct 
measurement at a randomly selected, statistically representative sample of their 
facilities subject to Subpart W rather than all 24 source categories identified in the 
proposed 40 C.F.R. § 98.232(a). 

» 	Operating conditions will be recorded and accounted for (e.g., standby and 
operational). 

» Data would be used to develop company-specific emission factors. 
» Fugitive emission estimates for other facilities owned by the same company 

would be detennined by applying these up-to-date company-specific emission 
factors. 

)- Each year, a new sample of facilities would be selected for direct measurement, 
and updated emission factors developed. 

Kinder Morgan's suggested changes to Subpart W to allow for the above Updated 
Emission Factor Aooroach are attached as Aooendix A. 

This Updated Emission Factor Approach alternative would reduce the cost and 
impracticality of direct measurement by limiting the number of facilities and components 
that would need to be tested. At the same time, this alternative would result in updated 
company-specific emission factors, based on current field data that would give an 
accurate, representative and complete picture of fugitive emissions from the most 
important source categories at the company's facilities. This alternative would reflect 
current and evolving practices and ilUlovative techniques within the industry and would 
also help address the key implementation hurdle related to the limited pool of 
experienced technicians and contractors available to conduct measurements. 

Unlike EPA's proposed direct measurement method, emission factors in general are a 
well-understood and widely used method of estimating GHG emissions from oil and 
natural gas systems. Component-specific emission factors have long provided the basis 
for EPA's estimates of oil and natural gas fugitive emissions in the GHG Inventories 
provided to the Secretariat of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC).33 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
recognizes emission factors as a «good practice" method for estimation of fugitive 

J3 Inventory of US GHG Emissions, 3-40 to 41 . 

http:UNFCCC).33
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emissions from the oil and natural gas sector.34 In addition, state initiatives such as 
California's mandatory GHG reporting program3S recognize the use of emission factors 
to calculate GHG fugitive emissions from facilities such as oil refineries. 

In the Preamble to the Proposed Rule36 and the accompanying Technical Support 
Document for oil and natural gas systems,)7 EPA rejects the use of emission factors 
because the most recent available emission factors for oil and natural gas facilities date 
from a 1992 study by the Gas Research Institute (GRI) and EPA. EPA correctly points 
out that the GRI study was based on limited field data. and reported emission factors for 
equipment models that are no longer in use. INGAA's alternative addresses this criticism 
by providing a way to update company-specific emission factors through intensive 
monitoring of major emitting components at randomly sampled facilities. The 
shortcomings of the GR! emission factors do not justify EPA's adoption of an untested, 
costly, and inappropriately applied methodology for calculating fugitive emissions. 

b. 	 Kinder Morgan Also Endorses Volume Balances as an Alternative 
Estimation Method, Where Feasible 

As a second alternative to the proposed direct measurement approach, Kinder Morgan 
urges EPA to provide the option ofusing a volume balance to estimate fugitive emissions 
at smaller facilities. As with the use of volume balance for purposes of determining 
applicability, under this approach if a facility is sufficiently instrumented, the amount of 
gas leaving the facility or combusted for energy would be subtracted from the amount of 
gas entering the facility. The difference would be assumed to have been lost to the 
atmosphere, and would serve as a calculation of fugitive emissions. 

The volume balance approach carries many of the advantages associated with emission 
factor models. Rather than provide a "snapshot" of emission patterns at an arbitrary point 
in time, a volume balance provides a continuous profile of fugitive emissions throughout 
the monitoring year under a variety of operating conditions. Thus, a volume balance is 
more capable of accounting for the variability of fugitive emissions than EPA's proposed 
direct measurement methods. In addition, a volume balance is capable of capturing 
emissions from components that are currently omitted from the proposed Subpart W due 
to practical or physical constraints - such as emissions from components that are not 
safely within the reach of an instrument operator. 

Volume balances are also attractive because they are a practical use of readily available 
data. Thus, for those facilities with sufficient instrumentation, the volume balance 
approach would alleviate the implementation issues discussed earlier in these comments. 

}.I 2006lPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, 4.46, http://www.ipcc

nggip. iges.or .jp/publicl2006gVpd£12_Volu.me2IV2_4_ CM J ugitive _Emissions.pdf. 

3' California Air Resources Board, Instructional Guidance for Mandatory GHG Emissions Reporting 10-27 

to 10-29 (2008), available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cclreportinglghg-replgbg-rep-guidll 0 PetroRefine.pdf. 

~ 	 

74 Fed. Reg. at 16,535. 
37 Fugitive Emissions Reporting From the Petroleum and Natural Gas [odusny, Background Technical 
Support Docwnent at 40. 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cclreportinglghg-replgbg-rep-guidll
http://www.ipcc
http:sector.34
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Kinder Morgan understands that EPA has concerns relating to the uncertainty of meter 
readings and the relative volume of fugitives compared to total pipeline throughput. 
Kinder Morgan believes that these problems can be minimized by restricting the use of 
volume balance approaches to smaller facilities using metering technologies deemed to 
be adequate by a professional engineer (PE) specializing in measurement. 

4. Technical Comments on Subpart W 

Kinder Morgan also offers these additional technical comments on specific aspects of 
Subpart W. In general, Kinder Morgan believes that measurement methods should be 
flexible and draw on engineering judgment. EPA's approach to prescribing measurement 
methods errs by (1) drawing on measurement methods that have not been refereed or 
approved by standard-setting organizations; (2) enshrining those methods in the text of 
the rule itself, thereby impeding the use of innovative measurement methods that may 
arise; and (3) prescribing a rigid hierarchy of methods for every system component, 
rather than relying on the judgment of measurement engineers to determine the most 
appropriate method. 

a. EPA Should Use Consensus or Refereed Measurement Protocols 

Kinder Morgan is concerned with EPA's proposed detection and measuremenes 

protocols for each of the source categories listed in the proposed 40 C.F.R § 98.232(a), 
and publishing those protocols directly in the Proposed Rule. These protocols have not 
benefited from the rigorous testing and expert review required by major standard-setting 
organizations such as ASTM. ASME. and the American Gas Association (AGA). As a 
result, the Proposed Rule creates a risk that the various testing methods in the proposed 
40 C.F.R. § 98.234 will not give accurate results or be applied consistently. Indeed, 
many of the protocols in the Proposed Rule are not adequately specified and are likely to 
generate unreliable data. 39 EPA's approach will also hinder the adoption of more 
advanced measurement techniques. because a new rulemaking will be required if EPA 
ever chooses to revise the protocols in the Proposed Rule. Indeed, § 98.234 of the 

38 In our proposed revisions to Subpart W, we have standardized the use of the tenns "monitoring," 
"measurement" and "detection." Using these words interchangeably in multiple places could cause 
ambiguity in the rule. 
39 To list a few examples, the infrared detection protocol requires the operator to inspect the emissions 
source from "multiple angles" without ''visual obstructions" and in "favorable conditions," without 
elaborating on the correct procedure for doing so. 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,679 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 
98.234(dX2), (4». The high volume sampler measurement protocol requires that the equipment be 
operated by a ''trained technician" who is "conversant" with sampling techniques, but does not specify 
what operating procedures and measurement methodologies the technician would be expected to know. In 
addition, the protocol directs the technician to use "anti-static wraps or other aids" to if the high volume 
sampler is not able to completely capture all emissions from the source, but does not specify how such 
leakage is to be detected or how these aids are to be used. ld. (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.234(f). 
Similarly, the calibrated bag protocol states that the operator must "obtain consistent results" when 
measuring the amount of time required to fill the bag, but does not provide a benchmark for consistency. 
!d. (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.234(gX5». 
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Proposed Rule omits many prominent techniques and approaches for leak detection, such 
as acoustic or ultrasonic devices and soap bubble solution. 

A better approach would be for EPA to engage industry leaders and at least one of the 
major standard-setting organizations to develop consensus protocols for detection and 
direct measurement of fugitive emissions. The agency has wisely chosen to defer to such 
consensus standards in other sections of the Proposed Rule, and should seek to do the 
same in Subpart W. Consensus standards would provide assurance that the direct 
measurement protocols required in the Rule reflect the state of the art and are being 
applied in a consistent matter that is uniformly understood within the industry. If 
necessary, EPA should defer the effective date of the Final Rule to allow for the 
development of such standards. 

These methods would not have to be written directly into the final Rule, but could instead 
be provided in a guidance document that could be easily revised in step with field 
experience and advances in measurement technology. Kinder Morgan is willing to be a 
constructive partner in developing such standards. 

b. 	 EPA Should Allow Operators to Exercise Judgment as to 
Measurement Methods and QAlQC Procedures 

Although EPA should defer to consensus standards that govern the proper execution of 
fugitive detection and measurement techniques, Kinder Morgan also believes that the 
Proposed Rule should provide more flexibility as to the choice of technique for any given 
component. Currently, the proposed 40 C.F.R. § 98.234 caUs on instrument operators to 
preferentially use high volume samplers to measure fugitive emissions, with other 
methods - such as anemometers, calibrated bags, or flow meters - to be used only as a 
second resort. 4O This rigid hierarchy of techniques ignores the considerable variations in 
component design and location from facility to facility. In our experience, no one 
instrument or technique is clearly superior in all situations. Kinder Morgan therefore 
recommends that the Final Rule pennit technicians to use judgment as to which 
measurement instrument is most appropriate for the component at hand. 

fn addition, the proposed rule specifies methods to be used in §98.7 or vendor defined 
calibration procedures for quality assurance and quality control. Within the natural gas 
industry, flow measurement quality control and quality assurance procedures have been 
developed. Industry standards are in place for ensuring metering QAlQC. The proposed 
rule shou1d be revised to allow the use ofaccepted operator-defined practices for fuel 
flow meter calibration and other QNQC measures. 

c. 	 Flaring Emissions 

Emissions from flares are not traditionally considered "fugitive" emissions and are more 
appropriately characterized as emissions from a "stationary fuel combustion source," 

010 ld. at 16,678-79 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.234(c». 

http:resort.4O
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analogous to the removal of a waste substance. Therefore, Kinder Morgan recommends 
that EPA amend § 98.30(a) in Subpart C to expressly include flares as stationary 
combustion devices. Similarly, Kinder Morgan's proposed revisions to Subparts Wand 
PP delete references to flares to avoid inconsistency, confusion and double reporting. 

Suggested change to Subpart C regardingjlaring. 

40 C.F.R. § 98.30(a). Stationary fuel combustion sources ... removing combustible 
matter. Stationary fuel combustion sources include, but are not limited to, boilers, 
combustion turbines engines incinerators, flares, and process heaters. 

Should EPA choose to keep flares under Subpart W, the agency should amend § 98.234 
to require annual sampling and composition analysis of gas sent to flare stacks. The 
Proposed Rule currently requires quarterly sampling, which is excessive given the 
extremely stable composition of pipeline-quality gas.41 Indeed, Kinder Morgan's current 
policies call for gas composition analysis only once every five years. In addition, Kinder 
Morgan recommends that methods for sampling not be specified in the Final Rule, and 
that EPA instead accept approved industry practices for detennining gas composition and 
volume of gas sent to the flare. 

Suggested change to Subpart W regarding flaring. 

40 C.F.R. § 98.234(j)(1)(iii). Sample representative gas to the flare stack or compressor 
wet seal degassing vent every qHaftef once during the year to evaluate the composition of 
GHGs resent in the stream. 

d. Engineering Estimation Should Be Permitted for Storage Tanks 

EPA's prescribed method for estimating fugitive emissions from storage tanks42 is likely 
to be impractical for many operators of natural gas facilities. Kinder Morgan, for 
example, owns more than 1000 storage tanks, many of which are have a capacity of less 
than 90 barrels and are not even filled and emptied each year (in other words, these tanks 
are small and have low throughput). Because these tanks are not likely to be a significant 
source of fugitive emissions, EPA should either exclude them from the monitoring 
requirement, or allow reporting entities to use a pure engineering estimation. Such 
approaches are permitted for the reporting of emissions from storage tanks by EPA and 
every state for HAP emission reporting. Exclusion of modeling approaches would be 
especially appropriate for smaller storage tanks. 

Kinder Morgan recommends including a tier based approach for monitoring and 
reporting tank emissions based on tank capacity. Condensate and produced water storage 

4! ld. at 16,680 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.234(j)(1». By contrast, CO2 produced at natural domes 
exhibits considerable variability on composition. Hence, Kinder Morgan's proposed revisions to Subpart 
PP, discussed above, would require quarterly sampling and analysis of CO2 used in EOR operations. 
42 ld. at 16,680 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.234(j)(2». 
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tanks used in the natural gas sector are typically small in capacity (210 barrels or less). 
EPA rules such as NSPS Subpart Kb regulate tanks greater than a certain capacity (75 
cubic meters, or approximately 470 barrels). Also, many state air quality programs do 
not currently pennit tanks due to capacity. Kinder Morgan recommends using 90 barrels 
or less as a threshold for exclusion from Subpart W measurement and reporting. This 
size threshold is more conservative than EPA's NSPS standard, but would still eliminate 
many storage tanks that are truly de minimis in terms of fugitive emissions. For larger 
tanks with a capacity exceeding 90 barrels, Kinder Morgan recommends a tiered 
monitoring and reporting approach. Condensate and produced water tanks between 90 
barrels and 210 barrels should require a "Tier I" approach calling for simulation software 
such as EPA Tanks and E&P Tanks. Tanks over 210 barrels should utilize a Tier 2 
approach including direct measurement as outlined in Kinder Morgan's proposed 
changes, which are attached as Appendix A. 

e. Only Major Emitting Components Should be Monitored 

Kinder Morgan supports the general approach adopted in the proposed 40 C.F.R. § 
98.232(a) of specifying particular components whose fugitive emissions must be 
measured. As EPA is aware, an oil or natural gas facility can easily contain 20,000 to 
30,000 sources of fugitive emissions. 43 Therefore, focusing measurement efforts on 
particular components of greatest interest is essential for implementing a cost-effective 
and timely reporting program. However, the list in section 98.232(a) contains several 
"catchall" categories that fail to provide needed focus. For example, items (9), (10), (21), 
and (24) imply that reporting entities need to measure emissions from "all components" 
of compressor stations, storage stations, and LNG import/export and storage facilities, no 
matter how small or numerous those components might be. EPA should eliminate these 
"catchall" categories, and ensure that the list in section 98.232(a) provides much-needed 
guidance as to which components within a given facility must be monitored. 

In addition, the list in section 98.232(a) contains a number of specific components which, 
based on industry experience with leak detection and repair (LDAR) programs and 
component-specific emission factors, are negligible sources of fugitive emissions. 
Elsewhere in the Proposed Rule, EPA has recognized that smalJ and numerous sources of 
GHG emissions are appropriate to exclude from reporting or direct measurement 
requirements, because inclusion of such sources would increase administrative 
complexity and cost without substantially improving EPA's understanding of GHG 
emission pattems.44 A similar principle should apply to the monitoring of fugitive 

4l Kinder Morgan's own inventory of fourteen compressor stations located in Illinois found an average of 
11,348 potentially measurable components per facility. One facility was found to have nearly 50,000 such 
components. 
44 See 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,473 (Stating that "EPA recognizes the potential burden of reporting emissions for 
smaller sources" and noting that the Proposed Rule provides simplified emission estimate procedures for 
smaller sources, where appropriate); [d. at 16,469 ("In order to ensure that the reporting of GHG emissions 
from all source categories within a facility's boundaries is not unduly burdensome, EPA has proposed 
fleltibility in two ways. First . .. EPA has proposed methods on1y for source categories that typically 

http:pattems.44
http:emissions.43
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emissions within a facility. Limiting the list of components in section 98.232(a) to those 
known to be typically responsible for the greatest proportion of fugitive emissions would 
greatly reduce the burden of reporting. while capturing much of the emissions 
infonnation EPA seeks under the Proposed Rule. Kinder Morgan recommends that 
monitoring be required only for the following component categories, which are typically 
responsible for 80 % ofcompressor station emissions: 

Transmission and Storage Key Components and Sources 

KEY COMPONENT I SOURCE EMISSION MONITORING 
METHOD 

LEAKING EOUIPMENT COMPONENTS 
Compressor Unit Block Valve Vent Direct Measurement 
Compressor Unit Blowdown Valve Vent Direct Measurement 
Compressor Unit Pressure Relief Valve Vent Direct Measurement 
Reciprocating Comoressor Seals Direct Measurement 
Centrifugal Compressor Seals Direct Measurement 
VENTED SOURCES 
Compressor Unit Blowdown Events Engineering Estimation 
Station Blowdown Events Engineering Estimation 
Engine Starter Events Enlrineerine Estimation 

f. A Tiered Approach Would Be Appropriate For This Sector 

In conjunction with, or as an alternative to, the narrowed list of component categories, the 
EPA should consider designating a minimum size of component within each category 
that would trigger a monitoring obligation. Such a tiered threshold would further assist 
regulatory entities in focusing their monitoring efforts on those components that are most 
responsible for fugitive emissions from oil and natural gas systems. 

g. Missing Data Procedures Should Be Supplied 

The proposed § 98.235 indicates that measurements must be repeated if test results are 
lost or in error. Although EPA understandably wishes to minimize instances of missing 
data, the large number of direct measurements that Subpart W would require would 
inevitably create a significant possibility of human or instrument error. Moreover, in 
many cases, reasonable methods for substituting missing data exist: ambient 
temperatures, for example, can be estimated using public records, and component
specific measurements can be estimated by averaging previous measurements. Given 
these facts, it is unreasonable for EPA to completely foreclose any recourse to best 
available estimates when missing data occurs. Kinder Morgan suggests the following 
language to allow reasonable use of estimation methods as a substitute for missing data: 

contribute a relatively significant amount to a facility'S total GHG emissions .. . . Second, for small 
facilities, EPA has proposed simplified emission estimation methods where feasible.") 
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Suggested change regarding missing data. 

§ 98.235. Procedures for estimating missing data. 

Thspe Iti'8 8E1 mi",!!;! 8818 prneSY:fe9 €a. this sewell B8IegsF)'. A 8e""I'I' "BerEi Bf ell M8ft!Rif88 
I'BRl:HU!tBF9 ilSeEl ift the GUC;; 9miS9ieae eeleulalieM i9 feElui,ea. If lIMe 8ft! 1891 Elf 8fl BRa. eestlP.! IhIfiBg 
&Mlisl eMl9si8B:!1 1Il88!UtNMllftI9. Y81:1 HWSt "peat the Mll8littPeM8Bt a9M't'ily fe, these 88we88 ~MI a wliEi 
RUI8!!Yfl!tB8M ie aelaifted. 

For the procedures in § 98.133 and§ 98.234, be.H avoilable estimates shall be used 10 substitute/or 
missing dala. Where the mi.uing datu is in Ihe nature ofa lost or erroneous direct mea.\'urement, Ihe 
average ofIhe previOllS two direct measurement.~ for the component shall be deemed the best available 
estimate. Where the mis.~ing data can be obtainedfrom public records or widely accepted references (e.g., 
ambient temperature), those records or references shall be used to supply the best available e.ftimate. In 
all cases, the method used to derive subslitllle data shall be documented by the owner or operator and 
reported to the Administrator. 

h. Additional Consensus Standards Used in the Gas Industry 

The proposed 40 C.F.R. § 98.7 omits many measurement standards that are commonly 
used and widely accepted in the natural gas industry. Kinder Morgan urges EPA to 
reference these standards where appropriate. 

• 	 AGA Report No.3 - Orifice Metering of Natural Gas Part I: General Equations 
& Uncertainty Guidelines (1990) 

• 	 AGA Report No.3 - Orifice Metering of Natural Gas Part 2: Specification and 
Installation Requirements (2000) 

• 	 AGA Report No. 3 Orifice Metering of Natural Gas Part 3: Natural Gas 
Applications (1992) 

• 	 AGA Report No. 3 Orifice Metering of Natural Gas Part 4: Background, 
Development Implementation Procedure (1992) 

• 	 AGA Report No.5 - Natural Gas Energy Measurement 
• 	 AGA Report No.7 - Measurement ofNatural Gas by Turbine Meter (2006) 
• 	 AGA Report No. 8 - Compressibility Factor of Natural Gas and Related 

Hydrocarbon Gases (1994) 
• 	 AGA Report No.9 - Measurement ofGas by Multipatb Ultrasonic Meters (2007) 
• 	 AGA Report No. 10 - Speed of Sound in Natural Gas and Other Related 

Hydrocarbon Gases American Gas Association 
• 	 AGA Report No. 11 - Measurement ofNatural Gas by Coriolis Meter (2003) 
• 	 ANSI B 109.3 - Rotary-Type Gas Displacement Meters (2000) 
• 	 GPA 2145-09 - Table of Physical Properties for Hydrocarbons and Other 

Compounds of Interest to the Natural Gas Industry 
• 	 GPA 2172-09 - Calculation of Gross Heating Value, Relative Density, 

Compressibility and Theoretical Hydrocarbon Liquid Content for Natural Gas 
Mixtures for Custody Transfer 
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• 	 GPA 2261 -00 - Analysis for Natural Gas and Similar Gaseous Mixtures by Gas 
Chromatography 

• 	 API 21.1 - Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards Chapter 21 - Flow 
Measurement Using Electronic Metering Systems Section 1 - Electronic Gas 
Measurement45 

In addition, Kinder Morgan recommends that a streamlined process for approving 
additional fuel rate measurement methods as they become available for use be 
incorporated in into the Final Rule. 

i. Recommended Definition Amendments Pertinent to Subpart W 

Kinder Morgan's alternative Subpart W rule language is attached as Appendix A. In the 
event that EPA does not accept this alternative approach, Kinder Morgan recommends 
the following additions or changes to definitions relevant to Subpart W. 

The definition in Section 98.6 of "Natural gas driven pneumatic valve bleed devices 
fugitive emissions" should be changed to "Continuous Natural gas driven pneumatic 
valve bleed devices fugitive emissions" and amended follows: 

Continuous Natural gas driven pneumatic valve bleed devices fugitive emissions means 
the continuous Sf iateFlflitteat release of natural gas from automatic process control loops 
including the natural gas pressure signal flowing from a process measurement instrument 
(e.g. liquid level, pressure, temperature) to a process control instrument which activates a 
process control valve actuator. 

Kinder Morgan installs non-continuous natural gas driven pneumatic bleed devices where 
appropriate to minimize gas loss. Emissions from non-continuous devices are minimal 
because they only bleed during certain operational changes which typically occur rarely. 
Additionally, it is difficult to detennine the amount of time a non-continuous bleed 
device operates. 

In addition to this change regarding pneumatic valve bleed devices, Kinder Morgan 
recommends that the Final Rule include the following change in Section 
98.233( d)(3)(i)(B): 

(B) Maintain a log of the number of times the pneumatic device was actuated throughout 
the reporting period or estimate the number oftimes the device was actuated. 

The definition in Section 98.6 of "Storage tank" should be changed as follows: 

Storage tank means other vessel that is designed to contain an accumulation of erude ail, 

organic hydrocarbon condensate, intennediate hydrocarbon liquids, or produced water 

and that is constructed entirely of non-earthen materials (e.g., wood, concrete, steel, 


45 The Proposed Rule references an "ASTM Standard E-1745-95" which. to Kinder Morgan's knowledge, 
does not in fact exist. This reference should be omitted or corrected as necessary in the Final Rule. 
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plastic) that provide structural support. Vessels containing lube oil for onsite usage aTe 
excludedfrom the definition ofstorage tanks. 

The tenn "Direct measurement device" should be added as follows: 
Direct measurement device means any accepted candidate methods with the capability to 
capture and measure fugitive emissions. Accepted candidate methods include but are not 
limited to acoustic devices, high flow sampler, calibrated bags, hot wire anemometers, 
pilo/lubes, anubars, turbine meters, orifice plates. etc. 

C. Subpart NN--suppliers ofNatural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids 

Before natural gas can be transported it must be purified. The natural gas liquids (NGL) 
removed from natural gas, which include ethane, propane, butane, isobutane, and natural 
gasoline, are sold separately and have a variety of different uses including enhancing oil 
recovery in oil wells, providing raw materials for oil refineries or petrochemical plants, 
and as sources of energy. Once NOLs have been removed from the natural gas stream, 
they must be broken down into their base components to he useful. That is, the mixed 
stream of different NOLs must be separated out. The process used to accomplish this 
task is called fractionation. Fractionation is the separation of a mixture of hydrocarbons 
into individual products based on difference in boiling point andlor relative solubility. 
Fractionation occurs through distillation, the process of separating materials by 
successively heating to vaporize a portion and then cooling to liquefy a part of the vapor. 
According to the most recent industry survey, there are 308 processing facilities in the 
U.S. that exclusively produce "raw mix" or bulk NGLs for further separation, with a total 
r:oduction of approximately 314 million barrels per year (47% of U.S. NOL production). 

Kinder Morgan is engaged in transporting and processing NGLs. Kinder Morgan 
transports NGLs over two pipelines. First, our Cochin pipeline system consists of an 
approximately 1,900-mile pipeline operating between Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta and 
Windsor, Ontario. Even though the pipeline begins and ends in Canada, along the way it 
traverses through and has terminals within the United States. Second, our Cypress 
pipeline is also an interstate carrier of NGLs originating at storage facilities in Mont 
Belvieu, Texas and extending 104 miles east to a major petrochemical producer in the 
Lake Charles, Louisiana area. Kinder Morgan owns several plants that process NGLs. 
As explained in more detail below, some oftbese NGLs are fractionated into individual 
products (e.g., propane, butane, ethane, and isobutane) and sold in local markets, while 
other "raw mix" or bulk NGLs are processed and sent to other fractionators for further 
separation. 

The Proposed Rule's treatment of natural gas liquids (NOL) suppliers would dramatically 
overstate GHG emissions attributable to NOL consumption. EPA's approach to NGLs 
produced by domestic processors would also "double-count" the upstream emissions 
attributable to these products. As Kinder Morgan understands the Proposed Rule, 

016 Gas Processing Survey, Oil & Gas Journal, June 23, 2008. 
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Subpart NN would require domestic natural gas processors to specifically report 
emissions associated with the complete combustion of certain individual NOL products 
(propane, butane, ethane, and isobutane) as well as "bulk NGLs" (referring to 
undifferentiated mixrures of NGLs, excluding lease condensate). However, as in the 
petroleum products industry, domestic natural gas processors often produce semi-refined. 
intermediate NGL products (including bulk NGLs and "raw mix") that are delivered to 
other processors and fractionators for further processing and separation. 

The magnitude of the double-counting that would occur under the proposed Subpart NN 
is significant. As described above, there are 308 processing facilities in the U.S. that 
exclusively produce "raw mix" or bulk NGLs for further separation.47 These 
intermediate products have no market or use other than further separation. Rather, this 
product is sold to fractionators who separate the product into its constituent parts. It is 
these fractionators, rather than the producers of the raw make or Y-grade, bulk NGLs 
who handle all the final commercial deliveries of NGL products and there are 
significantly fewer fractionators than NGL producers 

Without a change to the reporting of intermediate products, the Proposed Rule would 
count emissions from the same unit of production multiple times as it proceeds down the 
natural gas processing chain. Kinder Morgan urges EPA to avoid this unnecessary 
multiple-counting by eliminating reporting of bulk NGLs, and placing the reporting 
requirement on fractionators. Fractionators separate NGLs into their individual 
components, and are in the best position to know which NGLs will ultimately be 
combusted based on physical deliveries to their customers. Within the NGL supply 
chain, fractionators are the facilities most comparable to refmers (which bear the 
obligation of reporting upstream petroleum product emissions under the proposed 
Subpart MM) and LDCs (which bear the obligation of reporting upstream natural gas 
emissions under the proposed Subpart NN). There are approximately 144 fractionators 
in the U.S.48 This smaller number of fractionators compared to NGL producers also 
makes the reporting requirement less burdensome. 

Kinder Morgan also understands that the Proposed Rule would require domestic natural 
gas processing facilities to report CO2 emissions that would result from complete 
combustion of all NGLs produced at those facilities. 49 In addition, importers of 
petroleum products would be required to report CO2 emissions that would result from 
complete combustion of all NGLs introduced to the United States. so However, as EPA 
recognizes in its TSD for Natural Gas Suppliers, an overwhelming proportion of NGLs 
produced or imported in the United States are not used as fuels - indeed, data from the 
American Petroleum Institute indicates that from 2000 to 2007, between 69.2% and 

47 Gas Processing Survey, Oil & Gas Journal, June 23, 2008. 
48 Gas Processing Survey, Oil & Gas Journal, June 23, 2008. 
49 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,720 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.402(a». 
50 Id. at 16,715 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.390(c». 

http:facilities.49
http:separation.47
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75.3% of all NGLs sold each year were used for non-fuel purposes." As EPA also 
recognizes, processors are usually not in a position to know the ultimate use or 
disposition of the NGLs they supply. The same is generally true of importers. 

Given these facts, Kinder Morgan urges EPA to reconsider the ''upstream'' reporting 
approach it has adopted for NGLs, and instead place the reporting requirement on major 
entities which purchase or distribute NGLs for known, combustive end-uses. 
Fractionators are the most appropriate domestic reporting entity for this purpose, since 
fractionators often know the end-use associated with their products. 52 Such an approach 
would provide EPA with a more accurate understanding of the contribution that NGLs 
make to nationwide GHG emissions. These combustion NGLs would likely also be 
reported by the combustor. 

Lastly, although Kinder Morgan understands that the Proposed Rule does not incorporate 
GHG mitigation requirements, Kinder Morgan is also concerned that the structure of 
Subparts MM and NN may influence future cap-and-trade or carbon tax programs. 
Natural gas processors and fractionators do not customarily hold title to all of the 
products they process. Rather, these facilities commonly provide a processing service for 
other companies that do own the products. As a result, processors and fractionators are 
bound by contractual obligations that would limit their ability to pass on the costs of 
allowances or carbon taxes to their customers. Thus, any future compliance obligation 
relating to upstream emissions from NGLs or natural gas should fall on the actual owners 
of these fossil fuels, rather than on facilities that merely process the fuels for a fee. 

Kinder Morgan's recommended revisions to Subpart NN and to the Proposed Rule's 
definition ofNGLs include natural gasoline (as well as excluding bulk NGLs). Natural 
gasoline consists of heavier fractions of natural gas liquid, about 38% of which ultimately 
sees use as a chemical feedstock and the rest of which is sold to petroleum refineries for 
further blending with gasoline. Although reporting of natural gasoline production may 
introduce some double-counting (since natural gasol ine would presumably be counted as 
an input by refiners reporting under Subpart MM), Kinder Morgan has included natural 
gasoline in the list of fractionated NGLs for consistency with how commercial NGLs are 
classified. 

Suggested change regarding NGL.\". 

40 C.F.R. § 98.402(a) Natural gas processing plants thatfrae/ionale NGLr must report the COl emissions 
that would result from the complete combustion 0. oxidation of the annual quantity of propane, butane, 
ethane, isobutane, and 9e:lk ~IGL8 natural gasoline sold or delivered for use off site. Fraclionaled NGLs 
Ihal are still subject to forlher processing prior to use (e.g .• refinery) , or are f or a non-comhu$lion end-use 
may be excluded. 

'I Environmental Protection Agency, Technical Support Document: the Natural Gas Distribution and 

Natural Gas Processing Sectors at II (2009). 

~2 For example, ethane produced by fractionators is usually delivered as an input for the production of 

plastics, where it does not result in GHG emissions to the atmosphere. 
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40 CFR § 98.6 - Definitions 

Natural gasoline means a mixture consisting mostly ofpentanes and heavier hydrocarbons, extracted from 
natural gas. that meets vapor pressure, end-point, and other specifications for natural gasoline set by the 
Gas Processors Association. 

D. Subpart MM Suppliers ofPetroleum Products 

EPA should clarify the scope of the Subpart MM reporting requirements for importers 
and exporters of petroleum products. Kinder Morgan has identified three specific points 
of confusion in the scope of Subpart MM. First, the Preamble to the Proposed Rule 
clearly states that blenders of petroleum products would not be required to report 
upstream emissions associated with their production. 53 Kinder Morgan agrees with 
EPA's rationale for excluding blenders, terminals, pipelines, and transmix processors 
from reporting. However, the definitions of "importer" and "exporter" in the proposed 
40 C.F.R. § 98.390 expressly include blenders. Kinder Morgan requests that EPA clearly 
revise the final Rule to exclude blenders from the Subpart MM reporting requirements. 

In addition, the Preamble to the Proposed Rule and the proposed 40 C.F.R. § 98.390 state 
that only importers and exporters of petroleum products need report under Subpart MM. 
However, Subpart MM also requires covered importers and exporters to report imports 
and exports of natural gas-derived NGL products. It is not clear whether this reporting 
requirement only applies to importers and exporters engaged in the petroleum product 
supply chain, as section 98.390 implies, or whether any entity that imports and exports 
NGLs would be required to report. Since shippers using Kinder Morgan's international 
pipelines may be subject to this provision, Kinder Morgan requests that the final rule 
clarify this point. 

Lastly, Kinder Morgan's review of the proposed 40 C.F.R. § 98.6 concluded that the 
definitions of "importer" and "exporter" would only encompass entities that own or hold 
title to imported and exported products. Kinder Morgan requests that EPA confino in the 
final Rule that entities that merely transport products, without holding title or paying 
customs duties, do not have a reporting obligation. In addition, the proposed definition of 
an "importer" closely parallels the definition provided in U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) regulations. In order to avoid confusion as to who must report under 
the exporterlimporter provisions of the Proposed Rule, Kinder Morgan recommends that 
EPA clarify the Rule by more explicitly linking its definition to entities that are already 
considered importers of record or exporters of record (Principal Parties in Interest) in 
CBP regulations. If an entity is not currently regarded as an importer or exporter of 
record for purposes of U.S. Customs, then it can be confident it will have no further 
obligations under the Reporting Rule. Similarly, entities that already deal with Customs 
would know for certain that they were also subject to the Rule. 

53 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,569-70. 
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Suggested change regarding importer/exporter and blender. 

40 C.F.R. § 98.6. Importer shall have the same meaning provided in 19 C.F.R. § 101.1, 
and means 8ft)' peP.iBft, eempaay. Bf eFg&ftii!Miee sf feBeFEi die. fer ftB)' fe858a bRags a 
pFe6uet itHB the Uttitee States fr.em a feFeigR estiRft:y. Aft iftl:peFter ifleltiEles the person, 
eefHp8tty. Sf ergaai!l:8tieR primarily liable for the payment of any duties on the 
merchandise, or an authorized agent acting on his behalf. An importer excludes 
transportation, transfer, blending. and terminal service providers, such as railroads. 
barge companies. or terminals that do not hold title to the product or otherwise have any 
ownership ofthe product. 

The term also includes, as appropriate The ifftfleFter ffttly be: 

(1) The consignee, or 
(2) The importer of record, or 
(3) The actual owner ofthe merchandise, ifan actual owner's declaration and 
superseding bond has been filed in accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 141.20; or 
(4) The transferee ofthe merchandise, if the right to withdraw merchandise in a bonded 
warehouse has been transferred in accordance with subpart C ofpart 144 of 19 C.F.R .. 

40 C.F.R. § 98.6. Exporter shall have the same meaning provided in 15 C.F.R. § 
30.4(a)(I), and means the person in the United States that receives the primary benefit. 
monetary or otherwise, ofthe transaction. Generally that person is the U.S. seller, 
manufacturer, order party. orforeign entity. An exporter excludes transportation, 
transfer, blending, and terminal service providers. such as railroads, barge companies, 
or terminals that do not hold title to the product or otherwise have any ownership ofthe 
product. Mpel'fe>- meftft!!! eft)' pefSeB, eempaR)' eF eFg8Rt2aheA efreeefEi H!ai eeBRes ie 
ifeftSfeF a pFeEItiel ffem lhe HAiled Sieles ia ftftaH!er aetiR*", aF H!&l tHtft5fefS pfadtiais Ie 
an afH1i8:ie iA 8:Ile.aef estHltry. eJf:eluEliftg 8'8:ftSfefS te lJ.Hitee States military hftSes and 
ships fer eft eeerd use. 

40 C.F.R. § 98.390. This source category consists of petroleum refineries and importers 
and exporters of petroleum products .. . . (c) Importer has the same meaning given in § 
98.6 and includes any hleBeer ef refiner of refined or semi-refined petroleum products. 
(d) Exporter has the same meaning given in § 98.6 and includes any bleader Sf refiner of 
refined or semi-refined petroleum products . 

In general, the requirements for NGL reporting would be easier to comprehend if they 
were gathered together under one subpart, rather than duplicated within Subparts MM 
and NN. Doing so would minimize the risk of confusion and inadvertent regulatory 
violations. 
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Suggested clarification regarding NGLs in Subparts MM and NN. 

Subpart MM - delete all references to reporting of NGLs in both the text and tables, 
except for NGLs used as a feedstock by domestic petroleum refiners. Remove Table 
MM-2. 
Subpart NN - Revise Definition of Source Category: 

40 C.F.R. § 98.400 This supplier category consists of natural gas processing plants, 8:ft4 
local narural gas distribution companies, and importers and exporters of natural gas 
liquids (NGLs) .... [insert after paragraph (b)] (e) Importers and exporters are defined at 
40 C.F.R. § 98.6. A blender shall be considered an importer or exporter if it otherwise 
satisfies the aforementioned definition. 

E. Subpart KK-8uppiies ofCcal 

1. Section 98.370 Definition oJthe source category 

Under the Proposed Rule, coal suppliers would be required to report the GHG emissions 
associated with the coal they supply. Coal suppliers include coal mines, defined as : "any 
active U.S. coal mine engaged in the production of coal within the U.S. during the 
calendar year regardless of the rank of coal produced, e.g., bituminous, sub-bituminous, 
lignite, anthracite. Any coal mine categorized as an active coal mine by MSHA is 
included...54 

The Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 (MSHA) uses a very broad definition of 
coal mine that in some cases has incorporated coal terminals that are off-site from coal 
mining locations. According to the Preamble of the Proposed Rule, however, EPA does 
not intend to require coal preparation plants, which Kinder Morgan presumes includes 
coal terminals, to report the emissions associated with the coal these facilities handle. 
Kinder Morgan therefore requests that EPA clarify the definition of "coal mine" used in 
the Proposed Rule by explicitly excluding coal terminals engaged in post-coal mining 
activities from the definition of coal mine. 

Kinder Morgan operates approximately fifteen coal terminals around the United States. 
At these terminals coal comes in from mines or international shipments and may be dried, 
blended, or stored before being loaded for shipping to the final customer. Kinder Morgan 
does not take ownership of the coal at these facilities, but simply serves as an 
intermediary transport hub between the coal origin and the final consumer. 

S4 74 Fed. Reg. at 16,711 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.370(b» (emphasis added). 
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2. 	 Background on MSHAjurisdiction over coal terminals and implications 
for the Proposed Rule 

The MSHA has jurisdiction over coal mines as defined by the Federal Mine Safety and 
Health Act of 1977 (Mine Act), 30 U.S.C. § 802(h)(I), which includes "facilities ... used 
in ... the work of preparing coal" as coal mines. "Work of preparing the coal" is defined 
broadly as ''the breaking, crushing, sizing, cleaning, washing, drying. mixing. storing, 
and loading of bituminous coal, lignite, or anthracite, and such other work of preparing 
such coal as is usually done by the operator of the coat mine."ss Relying on the Mine 
Act's definition of a coal mine as a facility that mixes, stores. and loads coal, the Federal 
Mine Safety and Health Review Commission and federal courts have determined that 
some coal terminals qualify as "coal mines" subject to MSHA jurisdiction. 56 Therefore 
by referencing coal mines categorized as active mines by the MSHA, the definition of a 
coal mine used in the Proposed Rule would inadvertently require some coal terminals to 
report the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the coal moving through the 
terminals. 

However, the Preamble of the Proposed Rule clearly states that EPA does not intend for 
"coal preparation plants" located offsite from mines to be required to report the emissions 
associated with the coal processed by these facilities. EPA explains, "We are not 
requiring offsite coal preparation plants to report under this subpart (KK) because the 
potential CO2 emissions from coal supplied by these facilities are already accounted for 
by reported data from coal mines, coal importers, and waste coal reclaimers."s7 

Kinder Morgan agrees that coal tenninals and other post-coal mining activities that do 
not involve holding title to the coal and are merely providing services such as 
transportation, transfer and storage, should be excluded from the rule to avoid double 
counting. The language of the Final Rule should be clarified to reflect more accurately 
EPA's intent and logic. Kinder Morgan suggests that EPA specifically exclude coal 
terminals from the definition of coal mines. 

Suggested change regarding coal mines under Subpart KK. 

Edit Section 98.37O(b) as follows: 
"Coal mine means ... . Anv coal mine categorized as an active coal mine by 

55 30 U.S.C. § 802(i). 
56 See. e.g., Kinder Morgan Operating, L.P. v. Chaa. 2003 U.s. App. LEXIS 20972 (6th Cir. 2003); RNS 
Servs. v. Sec y of Labar, MSHA, 115 F.3d 182 (3d Cir. 1997); Mineral Coal Sales, me., 7 FMSHRC 615. 
620 (1985). To determine whether or not a coal tenninal is a "coal mine" under the Mine Act courts have 
considered factors such as whether the coal terminal was the final consumer of the coal, whether any coal 
preparation activities conducted at the tenninal were usually performed by a mine operator or the final 
consumer, whether the actions taken were to facilitate the loading business or to meet customers' or market 
specification, whether the coal has been sold, and whether MSHA has exercised jurisdiction over the entity 
that handled the coal before or after the relevant entity. Kinder Morgan Operating L.P., 23 FMSHRC 1288, 
1292-97 (2001). 
S1 74 Fed. Reg. at 16.565. 
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MSHA is included, except that the source category does not include post·coal 
mining activities." 

The Proposed Rule defines 'J<!st-coal mining activities" as .. the storage, processing. and 
transport of extracted coal." With this change. coal tenninals would be excluded from 
reporting requirements, as EPA intended. These proposed changes to the definition of 
"importer" or "exporter," also help clarify when emission reporting requirements should 
apply to coal tenninals and are consistent with EPA's intent to avoid double counting in 
this Subpart. 

V. Conclusion 

Kinder Morgan appreciates EPA's consideration of these comments. In addition to these 
comments, Kinder Morgan shares the concerns and generally agrees with the 
recommendations of the Interstate Natural Gas Association ofAmerica (INGAA). 

'8 1d. at 16,625 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.6). The Rule also provides that with regards to reporting 
requirements for actual CO2 and C~ emissions, "underground coal mines" do not include post-coal mining 
activities. [d . at 16,696 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 98.320). 
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Kinder Morgan's Suggested Changes to Subpart W Compared to Proposed Rule 

Subpart W-Oil and Natural Gas Systems 
§ 98.230 Definition of the source category. 
This source category consists of the following facilities: 

(a) Offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities. 
(b) Onshore natural gas processing facilities. 
(c) Onshore natural gas transmission compression facilities. 
(d) Underground natural gas storage facilities. 
(e) Liquefied natural gas storage facilities. 
(f) Liquefied natural gas import and export facilities. 

§ 98_231 Reporting threshold_ 

You must report GHG emissions from oil and oarural gas systems if your facility meets 

the requirements of either § 98.2(.)(1) or (2). 


§ 98_232 GHGs to report_ 

(a) You must report C02 and CH4 emissions in metric tons per year from the key 
components S8\ifeeS specified in § 98.232(a)(1) through (~l1) at offshore petroleum and 
natural gas production facilities, onshore natural gas processing facilities, onshore natural 
gas transmission compression facilities, underground natural gas storage facilities, 
liquefied natural gas storage facilities and liquefied natural gas import and export 
facilities. 

(1) Aeid gas rem8vel (AGR) veRt steeles. 

rn (/) Compressor Unit Block Valve Vents 
et (2) Compressor Unit Blowdown Valve Vents 

(4t(3) Compressor Unit Pressure Relief Valve Vents. 

(5) Cempresser fugitive emissiens. 

(6t (4) Reciprocating Compressor Seals. 

(7) Dehydfater 'lent staeles . 

(8) flare steaks. 

(9) Liquefied Ranuet gas impert 8Rd expert faeilities mgiti'/e emissiens. 

(19) Liqaefiee fl8tt1rel gas stBF8ge Hieilities fttgitive efHissi98S. 
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fl-I1 (5) Centrifugal Compressor Seals 

~ (6) Compressor Unit Blowdown Events 

~ (7) Station Slowdown Events 

fl4} (8) Engine Startup Events 

(15) OffslieFe platferm pipelifte mgit!'!e emissiefts. 

fMt (9) Dehydrator Vent Stacks 

(++) (10) Acid Gas Removal Vent Stacks 

(18) Platferm fugitive emissisns. 

(19) PftleeSsiRg faeilily fugitive efRissisHS. 

~ (II) Storage Tanks 

(21) Stsf8ge statleR fugitive emissisRS. 

(22) St.'.go _. 

(23) Stemge wellhead fiigitive efflissieH5. 

(24) TFansmissieR slEn!s" fugiti';e emissisRs. 

(b) Except as provided in this subpart, y ou must report the C02, CH4, and N20 
emissions for stationary combustion sources, by following the calculation procedures, 
monitoring and QAlQC methods, missing data procedures, reporting requirements, and 
recordkeeping requirements of subpart C of this part. 

§ 98_233 Calculating GHG emissions_ 

(a) Estimate emissions using either an annual direct measurement according to your 
company specific sampling plan andprocedures, as specified in § 98.234, or an 
engineering estimation method specified in this section. You may use the engineering 
estimation method only for sources for which a method is specified in this section. 

(b) You may use engineering estimation methods described in this section to calculate 
emissions from the following fugitive emissions sources listed in § 98.132(0): 

(I) Acid gas removal vent stacks. 
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(2) Nah:H=al gas drivea f)HeHmatie j:ll:IFRps. Compressor Unit Blowdown Events 

(3) Natl:n=al ga:s driveH paGHfftatie ffUlRual ';alve aetl:leter Eieviees. Station Blowdown 
Events 

(4) Nah:Jrai gas driveR flReHfFl8tie valve bleed de'riees. Engine Startup Events 

(S181ewEi8Wfl veAt staelffi. 

(61 (5) Dehydrator vent stacks. 

(c) A combination of engineering estimation described in this section and direct 
measurement described in § 98.234 shall be used to calculate emissions from storage 
tanks the feliewiRg Rigitive emissisa SBut=ees: 

(I) Flare staei6. 

(2) S'."'!lO ....... 


(3) Cempresser wet seal degassiag '/eRts. 

(d) You must use the methods described in § 98.234 (d) orfotto conduct annualleol< 
Eleteetiea direct measurement of fugitive emissions from aU-thefollowing sources listed 
in § 98.232(a): If fugitive emissieH5 aFe deteeted, eagiaeeriag estimati0a metheds fft&y he 
used fer S0urees listed iR paragF8phs (b) aRd Eel 0f this seetiea. IfeagiReeriag estifftatieR 
is used, emissi0RS fftl:lst he eale1:l1atedl:lslRg the afJPf0priate methed weR'! paF8graphs 
(d)(I) th,.ugh (9) er.his see.ie.: 

(1) Compressor Unit Block Valve Vents 
(2) Compressor Unit Blowdown Valve Vents 
(3) Compressor Unit Pressure Relief Valve Vents 
(4) Reciprocating Compressor Seals 
(5) Centrifugal Compressor Seals 

(e) Ifengineering estimation is used, emissions must be calculated using the appropriate 
methodfrom paragraphs (e)(I) through (5) ofthis section: 

§ 9S.233 (J)f2) (I). (7) a... f9) a ... "'I~"" 

(1) Acid gas removal vent stacks. Calculate acid gas removal vent stack fugitive 
emissions using simulation software packages, such as ASPENTM or AMINECalcTM, or 
any standard simulation software. Ifthe acid gas removal unit is capturing CO! and 
transferring it offsite, then refer to subpart 00 a/this partfor calculating transferred 
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COz_ ARy stBRdaFEi stml:llatisH seft:\nw£ may be tiSe6 provided it 8ee8HfttS fer the 
fallewiftg pflfftffteters: 

(i) NaB:!f8i gas feed temfJeF8atre, fJfeSSlife. BAd flew F8:te. 

(ii) Aeid gll5 eeRteRt sf feed R8tuf8i gas. 

(iii) Aeid gas eSHteR' araudet a8RifaI g85. 

(iv) URit BfJeFBtiRg heuFS. exehuliRg Elewatime fer maiBteBanee Bf St8Rdby. 

(vi) SeiveRt pressure, teffil'eF8ftue, eireulEMieR f8te 8REI weight. 

(vii) If the said gas !'emB'le! uRit is eaph:lriRg C02 8Ra b=8n5femag it effsite, theft Feter te 
SUBpart 00 eflhis p8ft feF ealeulati8g tF8fl:sfen:ed C02. 

(.5-2) Slowdown vent stacks. Calculate fugitive emissions from blowdown vent stacks as 

follows: 

0) Calculate the total volume (including, but not limited to pipelines and vessels) 

between isolation valves (VV in Equation W- l of this subpart). 

(ii) Retain logs of the number ofblow downs for each equipment type. 
(iii) Calculate the total annual fugitive emissions using the following Equation W -41 of 
this section: 

Ea,n =N*V.v 
(Eq. W- 41) 

Where: 

Ea,n = Natural gas fugitive emissions at ambient conditions from blowdowns. 

N = Number of blow downs for the equipment in reporting year. 

Vv = Total volume ofblow down equipment chambers (including, but not limited to, 

pipelines and vessels) between isolation valves. 

(iv) Calculate natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions using 
calculations in paragraph (e) of this section. 
(v) Calculate both ClL and CO2 volumetric and mass fugitive emissions from volumetric 
natural gas fugitive emissions using calculations in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this section. 

(e3) Dehydrator vent stacks. Calculate fugitive emissions from a dehydrator vent stack 
using simulation software packages, such as GLYCalc™ or any standard simulation 
software. 

(4) Natural gas engine startup events. Colculote fugitive emissions from engines 
equipped with natural gas starters as follows: 
(0 Log the number ofstarting events 
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(ii) Determine the amount ofnatural gas emitted during each start using an engineering 
estimate or aclual measurement. 
(iii) Calculate both CH4 and CO! volumetric and mass fugitive emissions from volumetric 
natural gas fugitive emissions using calculations in paragraphs (j) and (g) ofthis section. 
(iv) Calculate the total annual fugitive emissions using the following Equation W-2ofthis 
section 

EG,n =N*V.v 

(Eq. W-2) 
Where: 

Ea,n = Natural gas fugitive emissions at ambient conditions from natural gas starter 

events. 

N = Number ofstarter events for the equipment in reporting year. 

Vv = Total volume ofnalllral gas emitted during each slarter event 


(85) Storage tanks. Calculate fugitive emissions from a storage tank e5 fellews : 
according to this paragraph: 
(i) For storage tanks ofall sizes, the total annual hydrocarbon vapor fugitive emissions 
may be estimated using Equation W-3 ofthis section: 

Eaft = QxER 
(Eq. W-3) 
Where: 

Ea,h = Hydrocarbon vapor fugitive emissions at actual 

conditions. 

Q = Storage tank total annual throughput. 

ER = Measured hydrocarbon vapor emissions rate per throughput 


(0) Estimate hydrocarbon vapor volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions 
using calculations in paragraph (e) ofthis section. 

(iii) Estimate CH4and CO! volumetric fugitive emissions from volumetric hydrocarbon 
fugitive emissions using Equation W-4 ofthis section. 

E = E * , ...;.i s.h ':Y.l i 

(Eq . W-4) 

Where: 

ES.i = GHG i (either CH4or CO~) volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 
Es.h = Hydrocarbon vapor volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

Mi = Mole percent ofa particular GHG i in the hydrocarbon vapors; hydrocarbon vapor 
analysis shall be conducted in accordance with §98. 7. 

(iv) Estimate CH4 and CO! mass fugitive emissions from GHG volumetric fugitive 
emissions using calculations in paragraph (g) ofthis section 
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(v) The storage tank measurements described in this section shall be conducted in the 
first reporting year. Subsequent reporting periods may estimate storage tank emissions 
by substituting the storage tank annuolthroughput (Q) during the reporting year of 
interest into Equation W-3. using the most recent measurement data required under this 
section. However, the tank measurements required by this section must be conducted at 
least once every 3 years . 
(vi) For storage tanks with a capacity 0/210 ban-els or less. or less than 10.000 barrels 
a/throughput, instead a/the method described in §98.l33(d)(5)(i), emissions may be 
estimated using simulation software packages such as ASPEN'M or E&P TANK®, or 
using the Vasque::-Beggs equation, as presented in this paragraph. 

Vasque:-Beggs equation: First, estimate the dissolved gas specific gravity at /00 pounds 
per square inch gauge (psig) using thefollowingfonnula: 

SG, = SG, x[1.0 + O.OOOO5912XAPIXT,XLOg(P,+14.7 ) ] 
. 114.7 

Where: 
SGx = Dissolved gas gravity at 100 psig. 
SGi = Dissolved gas gravity at initial conditions, where air = I . A suggested default 

value/or SG, is 0.90 (OK DEQ, 2004). 
API = API gravity ofliquid hydrocarbon atfinal condition. 
Ti = Temperature ofinitial conditions in separator (OF). 
Pi = Pressure ofinitial conditions ofseparator or other immediately upstream vessel 

(psig). 

Estimate the CH., tank emissions using the followingformula: 

16. (C x APIJCH, = C, x SG , x (P, + 14.7)" x exp ~)-"-::::=- x Q x MFr.:H4 x 0.001 
. 7;+460 MVC 

Where: 
CH, = Annual methane emissions from the storage tank. 
SG, = Dissolved gas gravity, adjusted to 100 psig (as calculated above). 
P, = Pressure in separator or other immediately upstream vessel (psig). 
API = API gravity ofstock tank oil at 60°F. 

To = Temperahlre in separator rF). 
Q = Storage tank total annual throughput, barrels. 
MFou = Molefraction ofCH., in the vent gas/rom the storage tankfromfacility 

measurements or process knowledge (kg-mole CH/kg-mole gas); use 0.27 as a 
default ifmeasurement data are not available. 

16 = Molecular weight o/CH, (kglkg-mole) . 
MVC = Molar volume conversion factor (~ 836.2 scflkg-mole). 
0.001 = Conversion/actor (metric tonlkg). 


C" C" C, = Constants based on the API gravity ofthe liquid as defined below. 
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For Gol,530"API: C, ~ 0.0362; C, ~ 1.0937; and C, ~ 25.724 

For Gm, > 30"API: C, ~ 0.0178; C, ~ 1.187; and C, ~ 23.931 

(vii) Storage tanks with a capacity 0/90 barrels or less. or less than 5,000 barrels of 
throughput are excluded/rom the reporting required in §98.132. 

(6) Key component fugitive emissions. Annual emissions for each key component shall be 
calculated by applying the appropriate company-specific emissions data to the lime each 
compressor unit is in the given operating mode. 
(i) In lieu a/direct measurement a/key components, facilities with sufficient 
instrumentation, as determined by a professional engineer specia!i=ing in measurement, 
may use a volume balance calculation to detemline facility fugitive emissions. To 
determine the volume balance calculation, the amount ofgas leaving the facility or 
combustedfor energy shall be subtracted from the amount ofgas entering thefacility. 
The difference would be assumed to have been lost to the atmosphere. and would serve as 
a calculation offugitive emissions. 
(ii) For key components where direct measurement was conducted, the company-specific 
emissions data shall be used to calculate eH4 and CO2 using equations W-5 and W-6: 

Emissions ! CH 4 (tons) = [Emission Factor; {m.Rf ng )"""'IIuri:;.,dOf' x Hours prWuri:eJ"" + 

Emission Factori (mscf ng ),.......unuJ h/J. X Hours prW",""Jidk + Emission Factor) (mscfng ) ""P"'''~ri:.J 

CH4mole% I 
x Hours u"P"',n.rl.1:<i]/ 8760 x 1,000 (scf l mscf ) x x ( )x 

. lOO 379.3 .scf / lbmole 

I 'onxMW('JJ (lh CH4/lbmole CH 4 ) x x Component Count 
. , 2,000/b 

Equation W-5 

Emissions j CO2 (tons) = [Emission FactorJ (mscf ng)"'dMi;;;«i <'P X Hours preJJuri:eJ op + 

+ Emission Factorj (msc/ ng)P"<'Juri:ed idle X Hours pin<"r/;eJ idk + Emission ; Factor (mscfog) unpr=urized X 

CO mole% 1 
x Hours"""",ss"'i:d l / 8760x l,000 (scf l mscf)x 2 X ( )x

100 379.3 sci/lbmo/e 
lton 

x MWco, (Ib CO2 /1bmole CO2 ) x 2,000 lb X Component Count 

Equation W-6 

(7) Fugitive emissions shall be calculated and reported as a sum ofemissions from the 
associated key components. 
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(2) N&tHfsi gas driveR PR6Hffi8tie fHlffip. Calaula's fugitive emissieRs [rem 8 Hamrai gas 
Bri"leR pflel:l1fl8tie pump 85 fellews: 

(0 CalaMlats fugiti ....e emissieRs 1:ISiRg ffulRHfaetl:JFef dat8. 

(A) OamiB fFem the ffii1Aufadl:u=er speeifie pump ffieael RftRlF&i gas 8fRissiea per HBit 
veil:lR'le sf lifll:liti rU:lRlpee at epefBtiftg pFeSS\lFes. 

(8) Maintain a leg sf the ameliR. sf liquid pumped 8ftJlHally Hem iRdividt:lsl JHiffipS. 

(C) Calaulats tAe "&tuFllI gas fugitive emissieRS fer seek pl::lRlp \:ISiNg eElH8tieR W I sf 
~is seariaR. 

Where: 

-E... }OJafttfftl gtl5 tttgitive eftt:issieH5 Itt SlaREieftI eeReitieRs. 

F. }OJsRlfai gas driveR pReHlft8:tie pl::lfftp gas emissisR in " emissieR per VSltUft6 efliql:liti 

fHifflped at disekarge pressure" l::tfti15 at sf:aReeFd eSBtiitieH5, 85 prsyided ey the 

maftUfaeRlFer. 

V VelHFRe sf liEjHid pHFRpee &IU1H8I1y. 


(0) 8elh C~ &Rd CO... VelHFRekie 8Rd FRB5s fugitive emissiens shall he eBleulaled ti=em 

vehtmetne ftBffifal gas fugilive emissieft5 HsiRg esleulstieBS ift p8f8gmphs (fe) BRd (g f) 

ef this seetieR. 


(ii) If8'lBRufaeffiFer dele fer Fs Me Ret Byailehle, tellew the methed iR § 98.234 (i)(I). 


(3) NaMel gas driveR )!IRetimBIie fftBflusl velve BellJater 6e¥iees. Celeulate fugitive 

eFRissiefts ti=em a Raluml gas driveft )!IReufftetie maRual vslve aeRlaler de'liee as fellews: 


(i) Calel:ilete fugitive emissieRs Hsiftg mBftufaeturep dalB. 


(A) OhleiR flem the maftufBetuFer speeiHB )!IfteUfflBIie deviee meElel fteffiAlI gas emissieft 

)!IeF eellJBtieft. 


(8) MBintain Bleg efthe Rtlffthef eftimes the )!IRetlfRetie deviee was eefUeled threugheHt 

the Fe)!lelting )!IeneEl, 


(C) CaleNlate the n&ttiAlI gas fttgitive efftissiens feF eaeh 8'IaRuai valve ae~UftleF using 

EqualieR W 2 efthis seetieR. 


Wltere: 

e... ~J8nlfltl gas fugitive emissions ot st8ftdftftl eOftditiofts. 
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A. Nattlrol gas driveH pfletlft10tie wive osmotar Hamrel gas emissieH iH " eFRissien per 

aematieR" I:lRilS at staRsard eeRditieRs, EtS pf8¥iEles by the maRl:lfaetl:lrer. 

N }>h:II'fleer eftimes tAe pRel:lfflatie se\'iee WEtS Ilemated iH Q way that ¥eRted Hamrel gas 

te tAe atmBspRere threl:lgh the repertiRg periee. 


(0) Calel:llate hetA CH4 aRs CO" vehi::ftletrie B:HS mass fugitive emissiens frem vell:lmetrlo 

H8mral gEtS fugitive emissiens using ealel:llatians iR paragFaphs (f) and (g) af d:1is seetieR. 


(ii) Fellew the methed iR § 98.234(i)(2) ifmanufaemrer Bate are nat available . 


(4) ~raftlFaI gas driven pHeHmatie ¥alve hlees Eleviees. CaleHlate fugitive emissieR5 fF0m 

a natl:lf8l gas Jriven pneHmatie ¥alve BleeEl seviee as fellews : 


0) Caleulate fugitive emissiens using fIl&AHfaemrer dakl. 

(A) Ohtain trem the mftflHfaeRirer sfleeifio flneuRl8tie Eleviee medel RftmFai gas bleed Fate 
ElHriRg HeHflal eperatien. 

(8) Caleulate tAe naftlfill gas fugitive emissians fer eaeA valve hleed deviee l:lSiflg 
Equatien W 3 ef this see tieR. 

Where: 

E",. NamraJ gas fugitive emissiens at sktflt:lard eeflditieas. 

-8. Namrel gas driveR flReHmatie devise hleeEl rate in C<emissien per tlfIit time" HRilS at 

stBftdare eanElitiens, as previses hy the mBftHfaettirer. 

T AmeuRt eftime the pRel:lmatie deviee Aa:s beeR eperatieRal threugh the reperting 

peried. 


(C) Caleulate hetA CH4 aREI Co. valumetrie and 8'Iass fugitive emissieas frem velumetrie 
namral gas fugitive emissians usiflg ealeu:1atiefl5 in paragrapfls (I) and (g) efthis seetien. 

(ii) Fellew the methed in § 98.234(i)(3) ifmaRHfaemrer elata are Ret available. 

(5) (4) BlewsewR veRt staeks. CaJeulate fitgiti¥e emissiefl5 frem hlewdewn veRt staeks 
as fellews : 

(i) Calel:llate the tetal velHme (ineIHdiRg, hut nat limiteEi te pipelines aRe vessels) 
eetweea iselatie8 valves (V'" iR EquatieR W 4 afthis sliBflart). 

(ii) RetaiR legs eftAe HHfRber efhlewdewas fer eaeh et:}HipmeHt type. 

(iii) Caleulate the tetalBflRHal fugiti'Je emissieRs l:lSiHg the fellewiRg equatisR \\' 4 ef 
this seetiaR: 
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rE~ . \II 4) 

\Vkefe: 

s.... Natwal g8:5 Higiti'/e emissieas at 8fl'lbieRt eSRait:ieRs f'rem biewtielJfRs. 

~J NHffieer efblewas';'fRs fer Ute eql:1ipR\eRt ift Fef:'ertiRg rear. 

¥... Tetal '{slMm8 efelewtlewR equipfReflt ehsfRbefS (iReituliag, alit Ret limited te, 

pipeliHes BAd vessels) i:.IePot.'eeR isellttisR valves. 


(1'1) Calel:liate Ratural gas vehlffietrie fugitive BmissisRS at st8R8aM eeR8itiefts usiftg 

ealeulatisas 1ft pafttgFBph (e) sf this seetisfl. 


('/) Calel::llate belA CRt end Co.. ',sIUffletfle BREi Rt8:5S fugitive emissiens [FeIN veluRletFie 
naRirsl g8:5 fugitive emissisflS Hsiftg 8aleuletisfl9 1ft paragraphs (0 Btut (g) arlltis seetisR. 

(€i) Dekyeretsr 'Ieftt stilelffi. Caleulate Rigih¥e eRlissieftS fr.em 8 Elehydfflter veRt Sleek 
I:ISiRg 8 5181\11&1188 5eftwaFe pae1ceges, SHeA as GbYCale:j:M. ARy staaBars simulatiea 
seft:\vare may Be l:t5ea pra'/idea it aeeeuats fer the fellewiRg fUH'8IBetel'S : 

(i) Feed AaRlml ges Rew rate. 

(ii) Feed Hamral ges water eeRteAt. 

(iii) OMtiet RatMral ges water eeRteRt. 

(iv) ABSereeftt eiFeulatieR pMmp lyfte (ftat\:tf81 gas p8el:lffi8tie,iair pHeufflatiel eleetrie). 

(v) AbserBeHt eireMlatiaA rate. 

('Ii) ABsereeat l)'fIe: Ifteludiftg, But Hat limited te, triethyleRs glyeel (TEG), diethyleAe 
glyeol (DEG) or ethylefte glycol rEG). 

(vii) Use afstAppiag 8atural ges. 
(viii) Use ef flesh l8ftk separater (8fld dispesitieft efreeevered ges). 
(ix) HeMrs apereted. 

(n) Wet n8tlH'al ges tempeFBttire, pressure, 8fld eempesitieR. 

(7) Flare staaks. Caieuiate fugiti'/e emissieAs fram 8: Rare staek 85 fellews: 

(i) DeteRftifte flare eemBustieR effieieaey WIR m8flufitettirer. (fnet available, 85SMRle 
that flare eemBustieft effieieHey is 9S pereeRt fer fleA steam aspirated flares aRd 98 
"ereeRt fer steaRt aspirated er air iHjeeted flares . 

(ii) Caleulats velume efnBRlral g85 SeAt te flBre waIR veleeity me85URlment in § 
98.2340) using mBRuHterurer' s mBfluai fer the speeifie meter Msed fa me85ure velaeity. 
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(iii) Calel::Jiate GHG veluEReBie fugitive emissieas at aeRial eefuiitiefts l:I5iag EEJ:liatieft 
W 5 efthis seetisft: 

IO...=-¥. "'(I ~) '" X; '" (I K) '" ~ '" V.-<fo¥j~;---f(B~~<r..-\\'1/./..j5ij) 

WfleFe: 

.f... A.-.t1l:1ai fugitive emissiens fFtlfR flare staek. 

¥ . Veh:lfRe erRaNrs) gas seRt 18 flare staek 6eleFfl'liRed frem § 98.234G)(I) 

1'1 PereeRt efA&fttfal gas eem9Hsted by flQfe (default is 95 pefeeAt fer R8A steam 

Il5piFflted tIMes Qfld 98 peFeeAt fer steam BSpireteEi aF air iRjeeted flares) . 

x.. CeHeeftB=etieA efGHG i ift the flare gas detef"fltiAeEl [rem § 98.2340)(1) 

¥ ,. CefleeflffiKieA afRamr!!) gas hydfeearbeR eeA:StimeRts j (sueh as medt8Ae, ethane, 

prepaRe, eutane, ftful peAtenes plus). 

R:t:t- NUfRser efeflf'bea 8t8ms iR the Rfth:lf81 gas hyElreeareen eeBstitueRtj ; I fer 

metheRe, 2 fer ethaRe, 3 fer propaRe, 4 fer Bt:l:kme, afulpeRHlRes pll:tS) . 

K " I " wheR GHG i is CHo; ans "g" wheR GHG i is Co. 

(i'l) Caieulate GHG volumeH'ie fugitive emissiofls at staRsaro eORditiofls USiflg equatioR 

W 6 of this seetiofl. 


10.. '" (46Q ... T.)-+!,. 
--------------6~.~--------------~~B~r. 1WH~6) 

(46Q ... T.)-+!,. 
Where: 

.f:t:t- NaRlF8i gas VOh:I:Ffletrie fugitive emissions at staRdaFEI tempeFfttt:l:fe amipFessttfe 

(8TP) eOHditioHS. 

E.,.. NaftlF81 gas volumetrie fugitive emissions at aettial eOftditioRs. 

Ts TempoF8tw"-e at staftdars eoftsitioRS (O~'). 


T. TempOF8RiFO at aeRial emissioB eORmtiofts eF). 

P, Aesolute pressure at staadars eOflsitlOftS (iashes of H~ 


P.. Absoil:tte presst:l:re at ameieat sORditioas (IRahes ofHgf: 


('l) Cal6l:llate both C~ afts COJ mass fugiti-;;e emissioRS from 'loll::HHetrie C~ aftd COJ 

fugitive emm:isioRs I:tsuiftg ealoulatioas ift paragraph (g) of this seetioR. 

(8) Storage taRk:s. Caleulate fugiti'le emissions from a stoF8ge tank as fellows : 
(I) Caleulate the total aRRual hysroearboft vapor ftigitive emissions usiRg equatioft W 7 
of this seotioR: 

6", Q '" IlR (B~ . W 1) 

Where: 

ea;h- Uydroeareoft vapor fugitive em:issioRs at aemal eORditioRS. 
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Q-. StBmge laRk tetal 88.1\:181 tMeugftput. 
6R Me95l:if.ed hydreesre8R 'leper emissieBS FBk'I per threugkpHt (e.g. subia fee~&fft!I) 
d.,• ...,; ••d fr... ! 98.114(j)(1). 
(1i) estimate hydfeeer-e8a yaper '1ehm~etrie fugitive emissisR5 at stsRdar-d esaditisas 
tfSiRg 88181:1181i685 1ft p8fagF8ph (e) sf this seebeR. 
(iii) estimate CH4 IUld COa velumetrie fugitive BffiissisRS Hem veluffleHie ky8Feearbsa 
fi:tgitiY8 8fflissisRS !:Ising EEtl;l8tieR W 8 efthis seatieR. 

Where: 

F:". GHG i (eifher C~ 8Ad CO.) "fflhtfftetfle ffigiti'1'8 emissiens at sffifldeni eSRtiitiens . 
.e..... HydreeareeH '18!5'S' \'el\:iHletfle Rigitive 8fHissieHs 8:[ SHlftEieFEi eeBditieRs. 
M-i- Male paReAt efa ,,8rtieulB:F GHG.jR the kydreesfseR "8fJ6rs; hydree&FhsR v8per 
eHsl),sis sh81188 eeRd-Heted ift aeesnlsRee with ASTM 01945 Q3 . 

(i¥) estimate C~ 8fle C(4mess Rigiti¥e emissie85 "em 0110 velMmekie Rigiti¥e 
emissiens ttSif!g ealeMlatief!s if! flaf8gF8l'h (~efthis seetieB. 

(9) Cemflresser wet seal degessiftg veftts. CalaMlats fugiti¥e emissiefts [rem eeml'ressor 
wet seal deg8S5iftg Yef!lS as fellews: 

(i~ Caleliiate yeltlme ofAatMf8i g85 seftt te veAt fFBfR '{eleeit)' meaStlFemeAt ift § 98.234(j) 
lisiAg ffiaRtI[aeRlI'er's fRaRtlal fer the sl'eeifie fReter tlsed ta meaSlire ¥eleeity. 

(ii) Caietliate ftaltif81 g85 veluffietrie fugitive emissiefts at st8fldaFti eSftditie85 \iSiRg 
eaieulatiefts ift 1'Qf8gF8flH (e) ef this seetieH. 

(iii) Caleulate beth CH4 aRd CO,,-',eh.:!Rletrie liftd ftl85S Rigiti'{e emissiens [FBfft veluftletrie 
nliRl:ral g85 fugiti'{e emissiens using elilelilatie85 ift l'aragral'Hs (I) aftd (g) efthis seetisft. 

tel (f) Calculate natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions by 
converting ambient temperature and pressure ofnatural gas fugitive emissions to standard 
temperature and pressure natural using Equation WJ) 7 of this section. 

E.,. * (460 + T,) * p. 
E ... ~ ------- (Eq. W-9 7) 

(460 + T.) * P, 
Where: 
E..n = Natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard temperature and pressure 
(STP) conditions. 

Ea,n = Natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at actual conditions. 

http:Me95l:if.ed
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T, = Temperature at standard conditions (OF). 

Ta= Temperature at actual emission conditions CF). 

Ps = Absolute pressure at standard conditions (inches of Hg). 

Pa = Absolute pressure at ambient conditions (inches of Hg). 

tf1 (g) Calculate GHG volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions as specified in 
paragraphs (f.g)(I) and (2) of this section. 

(1) Estimate Cfu and CO2 fugitive emissions from natural gas fugitive emissions using 
Equation W---l-() 8 of this section. 

(Eq. W-W8) 
Where: 
Es,i = GHG i (either C~ and C02) volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

ES,D = Natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

Mi = Mole percent of GHG i in the natural gas. 


(2) For Equation W--+G- 8 of this section, the mole percent, Mi. shall be the arulUal 
average mole percent for each facility, as specified in paragraphs (f g)(2)(i) through (vi) 
of this section. 

(i) GHG mole percent in produced nantral gas for offshore petroleum and natural gas 
production facilities. 

(ii) GHG mole percent in feed natural gas for all fugitive emissions sources upstream of 
the de-methanizer and GHG mole percent in facility specific residue gas to transmission 
pipeline systems for all fugitive emissions sources downstream of the de-methanizer for 
onshore nantral gas processing facilities. 

(iii) GHG mole percent in transmission pipeline natural gas that passes through the 
facility for onshore natural gas transmission compression facilities. 

(iv) GHG mole percent in natural gas stored in underground natural gas storage facilities. 

(v) GHG mole percent in natural gas stored in LNG storage facilities. 

(vi) GHG mole percent in natural gas stored in LNG import and export facilities. 

{gj (h) Calculate GHG mass fugitive emissions at standard conditions by converting the 
GHG volumetric fugitive emissions into mass fugitive emissions using Equation W-H 9 
of this section. 
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Mass.,i =E,.i *p i (Eq. W-I+9) 
Where: 

MasSs,i = GHG i (either eli. and CO2) mass fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 
Es.i = GHG i (either CH. and COz) volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 
P i = Density of GHG i; I.S7 kg/m' for Co, aod 0.68 kg/m' for Cf4. 

§ 98.234 Monitoring, Measurement and QAlQC requirements. 

(a) You shall develop a company specific plan and procedure 10 delenlJine company
specific emissions data 10 be utilized/or reporting greenhouse gas emissions for key 
fugitive and vented components as specified in § 98.133(d). 
(I) Conduct direct measurement, as specified in § 98.234(j). o/key components listed in § 
98.233(d) annually at a randomly selected, statistically representative sample ofthe full 
population o/the company 's §98.230 source category facilities. 
(2) Random sampling offacilities. The company shall maintain a list of§98.230 source 
category facilities. The company shall assign a number to each facility, and then 
randomly select at least 200/0 ofthe numbers. These randomly selectedfacUitiesfonn the 
basis for the company 'sfacilities to be monitored during the year. The total population of 
the company's facilities in a given year must account for any facilities acquired or 
divested during the reporting year. 
(i) In thefirst reporting year a random sample ofat least 200/0 ofthe company's full 
population oftotal facilities shall be subject to direct measurement offugitive emissions 
at key components listed in §98.233(d). The results ofthe direct measurement will be 
used to develop company specific emissions data. 
(ti) In each subsequent y ear, at least 200/0 ofthe facilities must be selectedfor monitoring 
under §98.234(a)(J) using the method in §98.234(a)(2) and includeJacilities that were 
not sampled during the previous five years such that 1000/0 ofthe facilities are monitored 
during a given five year period, unless a waiver is granted under §98.234(a)(2)(;;;). 
(iii) A company may petition the Administrator for afacility sampling si::e less than the 
20% prescribed in §98.234(a)(l) ifthe applicant can demonstrate to the satisfaction of 
the Administrator that the emissions data monitored are statistically representative ofthe 
emission sources at thefacilities. Such a request must be made in writing and approved 
by the Administrator before a smaller facility sampling size can be used. 
(iv) After thefirst 5 reporting years, or once all ofthe company's facilities have been 
measured, you shall continue to conduct random sampling at 20% ofthe total number of 
company facilities. You may petition the Administrator under §98.234(a)(2)(iii) to use the 
developed company-specific emissions data to report fugitive emissions in lieu ofdirect 
measurement. 
(v) Provide on-site equipment component counts ofkey components listed in § 98.232(d) 
at all reported facilities in the first year ofreporting. Equipment component counts may 
be developed utilbng engineering estimates. For afacility required to report fugitive 
emissions starting Janllary I, 201{IJB, ifall component counts needed to calclilate CO] 
mass emissions have not been completed. the operator shall estimate components based 
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on the sampledfacility component counts. For those facilities reporting estimated 
component counts, the operator shall provide on-site equipment counts a/key 
components by June 3D, 20Ir2}/-. 
(b) You shall develop company-specific emissions data per key component type from the 
direct measurement conducted according to the procedures in § 98.234(0). Emissions 
data shall be measured in units a/thousands ofcubic feel (mcf) 0/natural gas. The 
emissions data shall be IIsed to calculate fugitive emissions during thefirst year of 
reporting on a company-wide basis. 
(J) The developed company-specific emissions data shall be updated annually to 
incorporate the new emissions data from sampledfacilities. 
(2) Company-specific emissions data shall be calculated using the median ofthe 
representative data points sampled as part ofthe company sampling plan and 
procedures. The company-specific emissions data will be used to calculate fugitive 
emissions for eachfacility. 
(c) You shall measure all key components in the operating condition found at the time of 
the measurement. Representative datafor each operating mode as described in this 
paragraph shall be developed. The hours in each mode must be logged This may be 
determined using engineering estimates, best available data, or the company's policies 
for each operating area orfacility and equipment. 
(I) Pressurized and running - compressor is being utilized by compressing gas at system 
operating conditions. 
(2) Idle and pressurized - compressor is offline but line pressure in the unit is 
maintained 
(3) Depressuri=ed - source is not in operation and unit is blown down, but the station 
side ofthe suction and discharge valves are at line pressure. 
Cd) Direct measurement. You must conduct annual direct measurement offugitive 
emissions as defined in §98.6from all key components listed in §98.233(d) in the 
operating mode found at the time ofmeasurement. 
(I) Use and calibrate direct measurement devices in accordance with industry practices 
and/or manufacturer instructions. 
(2) Owner or operator shall develop and document the procedures used to measure 
fugitive emissions including by not limited to measurement methods, instrument 
calibration, data handling, and data QAlQC . 
(3) Component fugitive emissions sources that are not safely accessible within the 
operator's arm's reach from the ground or stationary platforms are excludedfrom the 
requirements ofthis section. 
(e) Determine annual emissions assuming that the fugitive emissions were continuous 
from the beginning ofthe reporting period or las/ recorded zero measurement in the 
current reporting period and continuing until thefugitive emissions ;s repaired 

(&) Yeti ffltlSt tlse the metheEis deseribed ift fJ&F&gFafJhs (d) er (e) ift this seatteR te 
eeftdtlet etlfttlalleal{ deteetiee effugitive efflissiefts Hem aJl S6\:1rees listed ift § 98.232(&), 
whether ift epef8tieft ef eft st&REiby. If fugitive etllissieRs 8fe Eleteeted fer Setlfees listed ift 
J3&F8gF1lfJh (1:1) erUiis seetieR, yeti ffltlSt use Uie ffleaSl:lfeffleRt metheEis deseribed ift 
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ftBf8gRtph(e) eflhis See.ieB te ffle65t1fe emissioRS fr:.em 88eft satiRe witft fHgiti\'8 
efRISSI8HS. 

(9) Yeti sitalll:lse deteetieft iRsmtffleftls deserihed iR f'8f8gF8pm (d) BREi (e) efthis seetieft 
.9 m8fliteF tae rellewing rugiti'le emissieB5: 

( I) Ce8tflrugal eempress8r dry seals fugitive efRissieRs. 

(2) CeRtflRigal eemf.ll'esser wet seals ftigili'l8 emissieRs. 

(3) Cempr8sser fugitive efRissisRS. 

(4) u·rG impaFt &Rei e*peFt feeility fugitive emissieRs. 

(5) L~rG stef8ge SlatieR f\:lgitive emissieRs. 

(I!i) ~reB pRel:lfR8tie pl:lfRj9S fugitive BfRissioRS. 

(7) OpeR eRtied liRes (OELs) fugitive emissieRs. 

(8) pl:lffip seals fugitive 8missiens. 

(9) Offshere pJatfeffil pif'eliRB fugitive emissieRS. 

( 10) Platferm fugitive BmissietlS. 

( II) PreeessiHg faeility fttgitivtl emissieAS. 

(12) ReeipreeatiRg eempresser red paekiRg fugiti¥e emissieRs. 

(13) 8tefege statieR fugiti¥e emissiaAS. 

(14) TF8RsmissiaR statien fHgitive emissiafls. 

(15) 8teFBge wellkead fHgiti'f'e emissieAS. 

(e) YeH shall use a high ¥elHffle 58Jflpler, eeserieed in pllf8greph (f) armis seetieR, te 
fAe85Hfe fugitin emissieAS Roam ~e S9HFeeS ddeeted in § 98 .234~), eKsept as pfe¥ided 
ial.lI"g,,~A. (0)(1) sad (2) eflAi. s.e.ie. : 

( I) Where high vehmte 58fflpiefS eBEAet eaphJre all erme fugiti¥e emissieRs, yeH shall 
H5e ealibFBtee bags eeseribed in paFBgt'8ph (g) erthis seefieR er meters deseribed iR 
paFBgraph 

(iI) of this seebeR te measure the feliewiRg fugitive emissieAS: 
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(i) Ope. e.ded li.es (DeLs). 

(ii) Centrifugal eompressor dry seals fugitive emissions. 

(iii) CeHtrifugal eompressor wet seals mgitive emissions. 

(iv) Compressor fugitive emissions. 


('I) Ptimp seals fugitive entissioRS. 


('Ii) Reeiprooating eompressor red paekiHg fugitive emissions. 


(vii) Flare stae1e; anEi storage taRle;, e:l(oept d:i.at you s8alll:l50 meters iB eomeiBation with 
engineering estimation metkoEis to 6alel:liate mgitivo emissions. 

(2) Use hot wire anemometer to oalol:llate fugitive el'R:issions from eentrimgal eompressor 
wet seal Elegassing vents anEi flares w8ere it is unsafe or too high a flow rate to use 
ealierateEleags. 

(d) InKared Romoto Fl:lgitivo EmissioHs Deteetion. 

(I) Use iHfFareEi fugitive emissions Eleteetion iastl1:lmeats that eaa iEleatify emilting 
speoifie equipment sOl:lrees as eminiag. SI:IOft instmmonts ml:lst ftave the oapasility to 
traeo a fugitive emissioa aaok to tke speoifie point whore it esoapos the prooess anEi enters 
tke atmosphere. 

(2) Ifyol:I are I:Isiag iastRiment5 that visl:lally display an image of fHgitiyo emissions, YOI:I 
shall inspeot the eR'lissioas soaree 5=om ml:lltiple Begles or 100Btioes l:Ietil the entire SOl:lFoe 
kas aeen viewed withol:lt visl:lBI oastrHotioas at least OBOO annl:lally. 

(3) Ifyou are using Bay other iftfrBfeEl Eleteetioe iflSB=l:lments, Sl:Ieft as these based on 
inffilredlaser retleetioB, yOI:l shall monitor all poteetial omissioe points at 10&51 OAoe 
annually. 

(4) PerfoffR fugiti'fe eFftissioHS detBetion l:Ieder favorable eoeditions, iAeh:1diAg but not 
limited to duriag daylight hOHrs, ie the a9senoe ofpreoipiHition, iA the absoftee of high 
wiftd, and, fer aetive laser de'l'iees, ift frOftt ofappropriate reAeetive baekgrel:lREis witkin 
d:i.e deteetion FaRge of the insB=l:lment. 

(5) Use fugitive emissiefl5 deteotioH and measurement ifl5tRiment manl:lals to deteffRine 
optimal operatieg oenditions. 

(e) Use organio vapor analyzers (OVAci) and tOKio vapor analyzers (TVAs) fer all 
fugiti¥e emissiens deisetion dtat are safely aeeessiele at elese range. 
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(I) Cheek eaeh "steRtial emissisflS seuree, &11 jeiRts, eeRfleetieas, BRd ether "stefttial 
paths Ie Hie 8lfftespheFe fer efftissieRs. 

(2) evaluate the lag time between the inStRimBRt SBRSlflg BREI alet1iftg 9Sli5eEl by the 
FeSiEieRee time efa sample iR Ute preas shaUae 8J lftlu8teEl; UpSA &left, the iBstAlmeRt 
shall be slewly FelF8:eed ever lite SBMraB to piftpeiat the leeatisa sf fugitive Bmissiens. 

(3) Use Methes 21 ef40 CrR "lift fig, a""sREliJ( A 7, DdermiRstisR efVelatile Orgaftie 
Cempet:lREi Leak:s 1& ealibF&te OVAs 8ftd TVAs. 

(a) If fu~itive c missiefls a r e ~ete e t e~ fer seurees listed 
iFt this para~raph 
yst:l Must MSC tHc fftcaSUl'CfI'ICflt mctfisas acscl'iaea iFt pal!afJcaph 
(e) of this scetieR to PAcasure cffiissiofl3 frsfft each e9tlfCe 
',:ith fugitive emissions. 

(1) CentrifufjJal eompz:essoz: dz:y seals fugitive 
emissioflS . 
(2) Cef'ltrifufjJal compressor wet seals fUfjJitive 
emissioAS . 
(3) ~Iof'l pAeumatie pumps fugitive emissioRS . 
(4) Opef'l eRded liRCS (OBLs) fugitive emissioflS. 

(5) Pump seals hH}itive emissioFls. 

(6) Reeiproeatil'lEJ eompressoz: rod paeltiFlfjJ fUEJitive 

emissioflS. 

(b) You oAall use a direct measurement device , defiflee ifl 

98.6 , to measuz:c fUfjJitive 

cmissiofls from tAe sources detccted in S98.235(a) . 

(e) Bstimate flatural gas volumetric cmissions at 

stafleard eOflditioflo usinfjJ ealeulatiofls in 598.233(e). 

(d) Bstimate CH+-and CO;,-volufftetric and mass emissiofls 

fz:om volumetric Flatural 'las cfftissioFls usiR'l tAe 

calculations in 598.233(e) and (f) . 


(c) Hse afle caliBrate dif'eet ffteaSUf'efficnt devices in 

aceerEiance with il'ldustry practices and/or manufaetuf'cr 

instructions . 

(e) O\.'ncf' or operator shall develop ane document the 

procedures uoed to detect and Ifteast:lre fUfjJitive emissions 

ineludinfjJ ey flOt liMited to detection fftcthods l ealief'ation 

afld Q.'\/QC . 


(0 Use a high volume sempler to measure only eo168:A6 steady emissioA5 within the 
eapaeity of the iftStntmeat. 

( 1) A trainee teehnieiaR skall eOReuet measurements. The teeknie i8fl skall be 
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eSRvers8Rt with all 8f"erating pFeeee(ures aRe Rl8ftSHreffleat methedeJegies Fele'/8nt to 
t%SiRg a high '1ei1:1me sampler, iaeluding, but Ret limited te, pesiaeRiag the iHsb1:JmeAt KIr 
semplets eaptl:irB afthe fugitive emissisRS witkeut ereatiRg eaeJepreSS\:H'8 8ft the SBuree. 

(2) If the high velume s&FApier, aleng wiat. all attaehmeats a-vailaele [!'em the 
fR&fll:lfaeRifer, is flat shle 18 eapmre all the 8missises ITem the SBl:lFee theR yeH shallus8 
Qati statia wraps BF etAer aids Ie eaptur8 all 8missisRS withsHt vielatiRg epeF8tiag 
requiremeRts as previaeEl in the iRstrumeRt ffl8fulfaetlirer 's manual. 

(3) Estimate C~ 8RS GOOl-vell:lmetne &REI mass emissions frem velumetrie RetHral g&5 
emissieas USiRg the ealel:llatieRs in § 98.233(f) and (g). 

(4) CalibFBte the iRstRiffieRt at 2.5 pereeRt methane wiUt 97.5 pereeRt air aRd 100 pereeRt 
GH4 by tlSiRg ealierated gas samples aRd by fellowlRg ffiQAl:lfaehifer's iRshlletioRs fer 
eaiibretioR. 

(g) Use calibrated bags (also IcRawR as \'eRt bags) oaly where Ute emissioAs are at Rear 
atmospherie pressHres 9f1d the eatire fugitive emissieas veh:Hfle eaR be eapall'ed fer 
measHremeAt. 

(I) Held the bag iR plaee eAelesiAg the emissioAs SOl:lree ta eapmre Ute eAtire emissieRs 
aad reeeFEI the time reElHired fer eempleteiy filliRg tke bag. 

(2) PerfeFlfl Utree measuremeAls arUte time required ta fill the hag; report the emissioBs 
as the lWerage ef the three readiHgs. 

(3) Estimate Hamral gas volHmetrie emissieRs at sffiRdard eeftditiens tlSiAg ealeHlatieRs iR 
§ 98.233(0). 

(4) Estimate C~ aHd CO;&-voh:lfRetrie emd mass 6missieAs foom vell:iffletrie Hahlrai gas 
emissiens uSiRg the ealeHlatiens iR § 98.233(f) and (g). 

(5) ObtaiA eeAsisteRt resHls whea measliriHg the time it takes to fill the bag with fugitive 
emlSSloas. 

(h) ChaMel all emissieHs ffom a siRgle somee direetly throt-tgh the meter wheH lisiHg 
meteriRg (e.g., rotameters, tttFbiRe meters, aRd ethers). 

(I) Use QA &fJprepriately sized meter se that tke flow does Rat e*eeed tke full raAge of the 
meter iR the eOlirse ef fReasHremeRt aAd eeAversely ha:s sl:t:ffieient momeaffim fer the 
meter to register eeAtiRlielisly ifl the eOHrse efme8:SHremeHt. 

(2) Estimate Hamral gas volumetrie fugitive emissiens at stSfldaFEI eeflditieAs tlSiflg 
••I••I.li"., i. ! 98.233(0. 
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(3) Estimate CJ.l4 888 CO"....ehlfRelrie BAEI EBess mgiti'lB emissieRS frem Vehffftebie 
88ftll=a1 gas fugitive efRissieRs l:l5iag 8alet:datieA5 iR § 98.233(f) ftRd (g) . 

(4) Celii:Jrate the meter \:ISiRg either eRe efrile twa metheds f'revided as fellews: 

(i) Develep eelieF8tieft 8Ufves €I)' fellewiBg the fR88lifa:eRlFef'S iRstRtetieR. 

(ii) Weigh thB amel:lBt efgas that flews tlHetigh the ffteter iRte BF eut efa eSRtaifter 
duriftg the 8alief8tieR "caeeeues 8siRg 8 mester weigh seale (af)prBved by Natietl81 
IRstill:lte efStaRdafds Bftd Teehnelegy (}lIST) Bf 8alH3f8ted using stllRdards 1:"F8eeeble by 
}-llST). DetBFFfliRB eel"FeetieR faelers fer the flew meter aeeert:liRg te the Rl8fluffteRiFer' S 
instruetiens. Reeerd eevietiens frem the BBfFBst FesdiRg at sel/eml flew Fates. Plet the 
Elala peints, eeRlparing the Aewmeter eUlput te ~e aeh:ial Ae\¥FiKe BS 8eteRRine8 by the 
RlBSter weigh seale &R8 use Rie 8ifferenee BS a eeR'eetieR taeter. 

(i) '¥here eRgineeriRg estiRlatie8 8:S 8eserihe8 iR § 98.2:J:J is net pessible, use 8ireet 
fBeQ5UrefBeftt metheds &S rellews: 

(I) IfmaRutaeturer 8Ma eR pneumatie pUFRP RaRtral g&S emissieR &Fe Ret availahle, 
eeft8uet a efte time me&Surement te 8eteFFRine naRtraI g;&S emissien per uftit velume ef 
liEtuid pumped usiRg a ealibrated bag fer 6aeh pReltmatie pump, wheft it is pumpiRg 
liEtl::lids. Determine Rie vell::lme ef liEJuid being pumped room the maRl::Ifeemrer' s fMflual te 
poo¥i8e the ameunt efaaRtral g&5 emiMed per I:lftit ef liEtui8 pumpe8. 

(i) Reeertl88h:iral g&S eeRditieAs (temperllRtre &A8 pressure) aa8 eeRvert RaRtrai gQ5 
emissiea per uRit vell:lJfte ef liEtHid Pl:lmpea at aaRtal aeB8itiens i8te Ratl:lral gBS emissieft 
per pl:lmpiag s,'ale at stea8ar8 eeBditieRs tJ5iftg BEJH8tieB W 9 ef § 98.2:J:J . 

(ii) Cataulate aRRHal fugitive emissiefls frOER ~e pl:lmp usiag eEtt:lBtien WI , 13,' replaeiRg 
Ute mafturaeRtrer's data eft emissisR (variable Fs) iR the eEtI:lBt!ea with the St&Rdaf8 
eeH8itieRs 8amral g&S emissiea ealeulate8 iH § 98.234(i)(I)(i). 

(iii) Estimate Cw. aa8 C(4velufRetrie &fid fR&5S emissiefts (rem '/eh:lmetfle BaRtraI g&5 
fHgitiye emissieR5 tlSiHg the ealel::llatieHs in § 98.233(1) Me (g). 

(2) IfmaftufeeRirer 88t& eft pHel::lm8tie ffiaAual'/al,/e aetl:later de'liee H8mral gB5 emissieft 
8f8 Ret a'/8il8hle, eea8uet 8 eRe time Aleasl::lremeRt te deteFfRiRe ABtHral gas emissiea per 
88ft18tieR tlSi8g 8 ealihrate8 bag fer e8eh pflel:lRlatie deviee per 8em8tieR. 

(i) Reeeffin&tl.:ir81 gas ee88itieas (temper&ttlfe BRd pressl:l~ aRd eeR'J'ert 88tl:lral g&5 
emissieR 8t 8emal eeeditiefts inte 88tl:lral g&5 emissieft per aetH8beR 8t st8ft6ar8 
eeaditiens tlSiftg eEtuMieft W 9 ef this sl::lhp8ft. 
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(ii) Caleulate BRAliBI fHgitiy-e emissiuHS fF8ffl the flfteHfflatie ele¥iee HsiHg EElI:l8tisR W 2 
efthis seetieH, by replaeiBg the m8Hl:lfaeffirer' s data aft emissien (yariable 1'\5) i8 the 
EEjliatisR witl:!. the st8Rean:l eeREiitieRS RaRlF8i gas flmissieR ealeulateEi 1ft § 98.234(i)(2)(i) . 
(iii) Estimate G~ 8nd COJ.-vehlmeHie and mass 6missieRs frem velumeHie BaRtral gas 
fHgitive emissieRs tlSiRg the 6al8ulattOR5 in § 98.233(f) ft8d (g). 

0 ) If ffiSRl:1faetl:H'er elaffi 8ft 8BtHf8i gas driveR fJHeumatie valve bleed F6te is Rat &"railable, 
eaRduet a eRe time measurement 18 determia8 Hamral gas bleed ratel:lsiRg a high velume 
sampler 8r eaJi1:n=ated bag eF meter fer 6aeh fJReumatie Ellwiee. 

(i) Reeerd Hamral gas eeBeitieas (tempeFattJ:re IH'ld pressure) te eeA'Iert Aamm} gas bleed 
mte at aemal eeAditiens inte namml gas bleed mte at sHmdeFd eeAditiens usiAg Equatiea 
W 9 efthis slibpart. 

(ii) Caleulate annlial fligitive efRissieRs room the pneumatie de'liee lising eqlietien W 3 
ehhis subpart, by replaeing the EfHlnlifaetlifer's date eR bleed rate (variable 8) in tRe 
equatieA with the samd8fEi eenditieas bleed rate ealeulated iR § 98.234(i)(3)(i). 

(iii) estimate CH4 BRd C~¥el\imetrie aRd mass fugitive emissiens frem '1ellimetrie 
natural gas fugitive emissieAs \iSiRg ealeulatiens in § 98.233(0 BRd (g). 

0) Parameters fer ealeulatiRg eHlissiens Hem flare staeks, eempresser \'let seal degassing 
veats, aRd sterage tanlfS. 

(I ) estimate fugitive emissiens frem flare staeks and eempresser wet seal degassing 
veRts as felle\'ls : 

(i) (85eFt flew veleei*), measliriRg de'liee (s1:l:eh as het wire BRememeter er pitet tube) 
direatly upstream erthe fl8fe staek er eempresser wet seal degassing 'leAl te EietermiAe 
the veleeity ergas seftt te flare er veRt. 

(ii) Reeerd aemal temperamre aad pressure eeaEiitiens eflhe gas seRl te flare er veRt. 

(iii) SaFRflle representative gas le the flare staek er eempresser \'let seal EiegassiRg veRt 
every quarter te eva{liate the eempesitieR efGHGs preseat iR the stream. ReeerEi the 
average erthe mest reeent feur gas eempesitieR 8Ralyses, whieh shell be eonEiueted \iSiAg 
standards A8TM 01945 03 (iaeerperated by rererenee, see § 98.7). 

(2) estimate fugitive emissions Hem sterege tan16 as fellews: 

(1) Measure the hydreearbea '1aper emissiens fFefR sterage ffinls using a Oe'", meter 
Eieseribed in paragraph (h) efthis seatieR fer a test peried that is representative of the 
nermal eperatiag eeREiitieRs ef the stsmge tank dtreugheut the year anEi whieh iaaludes a 
esmplete eyele efaee1:l:FRuiatisn efhydreearesA liquids and PI:lR'lpi£tg aut efhyElreearesa 
liq.ill5 tfem iii. 'I"mg. IlHik. 
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(ii) Re••rd Ihe "el (rel.,ed I. ",.rlciRgI.,,) &Ad !l'." (rel.led Ie Hashi"g less) i"p.' .r 
the steNge tar.k EiUriRg the test flerieEl. 
(iii) ReeeFEl tempeF88:1FB QRd prBSS1:l:fe efRyElreeefhea ¥8peFS emitteEl E1HnAg the test 
peried. 

(iv) Celleet 8 s8fflple efhyereeafe9R vapOF5 fer esmpesitisa BRBlysis 

(k) CSfRpSneRt fugitive Bmissieas SBt:lFeeS that ar-e Bet safely aseessible wilkie the 
BJ3ef8ter's &f1B'S feSeR fFeR\ the gftIwui Bf st8tieRsry piatfellfts are eJl:slu8eEl fFefH the 
FeqaiFeffteRlS eflflis seetieR. 

(I) DetermiHB 8ftf11:18i Bmissiens B5stlfHiag diM the fl:)gitive emissisflS were eeRtiRI:IBI:f5 
frem the eegiRfliRg ehhe repeFliag fiBRes Bf last reeeFEleei i!BFe Eleteetisa ia the BUffeRt 
repaftiRg peried &Ad eeRtiRUiRg HAtii the fHgitive emtssiens is Fef)8ired. 

§ 98.235 Procedures for estimating missing data. 
Tkefe afe He fB::iSStHg date preeeEltifes fur ..his setiree eategery. A eeHtfllete reesrEi sf all 
mBll5tireEi parameters tiseEi iR ~e GWG emissieHs 6a161:tiatieRs is feElsH:efl. {fflamars lest 
sr 8fl eR'er eeBsrs flttAHg 8ft8U:al emissisRS Rte88SfBfftetHs, yes Iftti:st repeat ~e 
me88SrBRteBt aetivil:y fer these seYfees sBtit a ¥&:lifl mell5YfBRtBBt is eeteiRefi. 
For the procedures in 98.233 and 98.234. best available estimates shall be used to 
substitutefor missing data. Where the missing data is in the nature ofa lost or erroneous 
direct measurement. the average ofthe previous two direct measurements for the 
component shall be deemed the best available estimate. Where the missing data can be 
obtainedfrom public records or widely accepted references (e.g., ambient temperature), 
those records or references shall be used to supply the best available estimate. In all 
cases, the method used to derive substitute data shall be documented by the owner or 
operator and reported to EPA. 

§ 98.236 Data reporting requirements. 

In addition to the infonnation required by § 98.3(c). each annual report must report 

emissions data as specified in this section. 


(a) Annual emissions reported separately for each of the operations listed in paragraphs 
(a)(I) through (6) of this section. Within each operation, emissions from each source 
type must be reported in the aggregate. Fer BIUtmple, &8 ti8E1ergFetiHEI Rahiral gas stsragB 
faeiliry with mtiltiple reeipree&tiHg eempfessers must repeFt emissieflS frem all 
reeipfee&riHg eempfessers as &8 &ggfegatB RtiRtbef. 

(1) Offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities. 

(2) Onshore natural gas processing facilities. 

(3) Onshore natural gas transmission compression facilities. 
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(4) Underground natural gas storage facilities. 

(5) Liquefied natural gas storage facilities. 

(6) Liquefied natural gas import and export facilities. 

(b) EmissieRs FeperteEi SeflBFateiy fer stsHdby equipmeAt 

te1 (b) Emissions calculated for these sources shall assume no CO2 capture and transfer 
offsite. 

(d1 (e) Activity data for each aggregated source type level for which emissions are being 
reported. 

(e1 (d) Engineering estimate of total component count. 

tf1 (e ) Total number of compressors and average operating hours per year for 
compressors for each operation listed in paragraphs (a)(I) through (6) of this section. 

(g) MiRiffiUffi, ffiffi(imHm anEl average thFBUghflut fer eaeh BpefatieR listed 18 flllFBgFaflRS 
(0)(1) ,h.e.gII (6) eUti5 5.e'ieR. 

(8) Speeifieatiea efthe type efaRY eeRkel de'/iee l:I5ed, iRell::ldiRg flares, fer B:RY sel::lFee 
type listed iR 98.232(a). 

ft1 (f) For offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities, the number of 
connected wells, and whether they are producing oil, gas, or both. 

ill (g) Deteetiee emd Measurement instruments used. 

§ 98.237 Records that must be retained. 

In addition to the infonnation required by § 98.3(g), you must retain the following 

records: 


(a) Dates on which measurements were conducted. 


(b) Results of all emissions detected, whether quantification was made pursuant to § 

98.234(k) and measurements. 


(c) Calibration and QAlQC reports for detection and measurement instruments used. 


(d) Inputs and outputs of calculations or emissions computer model runs used for 

engineering estimation ofemissions. 
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(e) Random sampling plan andprocedure. 

(j) Leak detection and measurement procedures 

§ 98,238 Definitions. 

All tenns used in this subpart have the same meaning given in the Clean Air Act and 

subpart A of this part. 


··Kinder Morgan recommends the/ollowing definition changes in Section 98.6. 

Storage tanks: means other vessel that is designed to contain an accumulation ofeRtEIe 
eM; organic hydrocarbon condensates, intermediate hydrocarbon liquids, or produced 
water and that is constructed entirely of nonearthen materials (e.g., wood, concrete, steel, 
plastic) that provide structural support. Vessels containing lube oil for onsile usage are 
excluded /rom the definWon ofstorage tanks. 

Add "Direct Measurement Device": Any accepted candidate methods with the capability 
to capwre and measurefugitive emissions. Accepted candidate methods include but are 
not limited to acoustic devices. high flow sampler. calibrated bags. hot wire 
anemometers, pitot tubes, anubars, turbine meters, orifice plates. etc. 
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Kinder Morgan's Suggested Changes to Subpart W 

Subpart W-Oil and Natural Gas Systems 

§98.230 Definition of the source category. 

This source category consists of the folIowing facilities: 

(a) Offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities. 
(b) Onshore natural gas processing facilities. 
(c) Onshore natural gas transmission compression facilities. 
(d) Underground natural gas storage facilities. 
(e) Liquefied natural gas storage facilities. 
(f) Liquefied natural gas import and export facilities. 

§98.231 Reporting threshold. 

You must report GHG emissions from oil and natural gas systems ifyour facility meets 

the requirements of either §98.2(a)(l) or (2). 


§98.232 GHGs to report. 

(a) You must report CO2 and CH4 emissions in metric tons per year from the key 
components specified in (I) through (11) at offshore petroleum and natural gas 
production facilities, onshore natural gas processing facilities, onshore natural gas 
transmission compression facilities, underground natural gas storage facilities, liquefied 
natural gas storage facilities and liquefied natural gas import and export faci lities. 
(1) Compressor Unit Block Valve Vents 
(2) Compressor Unit Blowdown Valve Vents 
(3) Compressor Unit Pressure Relief Valve Vents 
(4) Reciprocating Compressor Seals 
(5) Centrifugal Compressor Seals 
(6) Compressor Unit Blowdown Events 
(7) Station Blowdown Events 
(8) Engine Startup Events 
(9) Dehydrator Vent Stacks 
(10) Acid Gas Removal (AGR) Vent Stacks 
(II) Storage Tanks 
(b) Except as provided in this subpart, you must report the CCh, Cfu, and N20 emissions 
for stationary combustion sources, by following the calculation procedures, monitoring 
and QAJQC methods, missing data procedures, reporting requirements, and 
recordkeeping requirements of subpart C of this part. 

§98.233 Calculating GHG emissions. 
(a) Estimate emissions using either an atu1ual direct measurement according to your 
company specific sampling plan and procedures, as specified in §98.234, or an 
engineering estimation method specified in this section. You may use the engineering 
estimation method only for sources for which a method is specified in this section. 
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(b) You may use engineering estimation methods described in this section to calculate 
emissions from the following fugitive emissions sources listed in §98.232(a): 
(I) Compressor Unit Blowdown Events 
(2) Station Blowdown Events 
(3) Engine Startup Events 
(4) Dehydrator Vent Stacks 
(5) Acid Gas Removal (AGR) Vent Stacks 
(c) A combination ofengineering estimation described in this section and direct 
measurement described in §98.234 shall be used to calculate emissions from storage 
tanks. 
(d) You must use the methods described in §98.234( d) to conduct annual direct 
measurement of fugitive emissions from the following sources listed in §98.232(a): 
(I) Compressor Unit Block Valve Vents 
(2) Compressor Unit Blowdown Valve Vents 
(3) Compressor Unit Pressure Relief Valve Vents 
(4) Reciprocating Compressor Seals 
(5) Centrifugal Compressor Seals 
(e) [f engineering estimation is used, emissions must be calculated using the appropriate 
method from paragraphs (e)( I) through (5) of this section: 
(1) Acid gas removal vent stacks. Calculate acid gas removal vent stack fugitive 
emissions using simulation software packages, such as ASPENI'M or AMINECalc TM, or 
any standard simulation software. If the acid gas removal unit is capturing CO:! and 
transferring it off site, then refer to subpart 00 of this part for calculating transferred 
Co,. 
(2) Blowdown vent stacks. Calculate fugitive emissions from blowdown vent stacks as 
follows: 
(i) Calculate the total volume (including, but not limited to pipelines and vessels) 
between isolation valves 0Iv in Equation W- l of this subpart). 
(ii) Retain logs of the number ofblow downs for each equipment type. 
(iii) Calculate the total annual fugitive emissions using the following Equation W -1 of 
this section: 

Ea,1f =N*V.v 

(Eq. W-I) 
Where: 

Ea.n = Natural gas fugitive emissions at ambient conditions from blowdowns. 

N = Number ofblow downs for the equipment in reporting year. 

Vv = Total volume ofblow down equipment chambers (including, but not limited to, 

pipelines and vessels) between isolation valves. 

(iv) Calculate natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions using 
calculations in paragraph (e) of this section. 
(v) Calculate both CRt and CO:! volumetric and mass fugitive emissions from volumetric 
natural gas fugitive emissions using calculations in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this section. 
(3) Dehydrator vent stacks. Calculate fugitive emissions from a dehydrator vent stack 
using simulation software packages, such as GL YCalc™ or any standard simulation 
software. 
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(4) Natural gas engine startup events. Calculate fugitive emissions from engines equipped 
with natural gas starters as follows: 
(i) Log the number of starting events 
(ii) Detennine the amount of natural gas emitted during each start using an engineering 
estimate or actual measurement. 
(iii) Calculate both C14 and CO2 volumetric and mass fugitive emissions from 
volumetric narural gas fugitive emissions using calculations in paragraphs (f) and (g) of 
this section. 
(iv) Calculate the total annual fugitive emissions using the following Equation W-2 of 
this section 

Ea,n = N*V. v 

(Eq. W-2) 
Where: 
Ea,n = Natural gas fugitive emissions at ambient conditions from natural gas startup 
events. 
N = Number of startup events for the equipment in reporting year. 
Vv = Total volume of natural gas emitted during each startup event 
(5) Storage tanks. Calculate fugitive emissions from a storage tank according to this 
paragraph.. 
(i) For storage tanks of all sizes, the total annual hydrocarbon vapor fugitive emissions 
may be estimated using Equation W-3 of this section: 

E.,h =QxER 
(Eq. W-3) 
Where: 

Ea,h = Hydrocarbon vapor fugitive emissions at actual 

conditions. 

Q = Storage tank total annual throughput. 

ER = Measured hydrocarbon vapor emissions rate per throughput 


(ii) Estimate hydrocarbon vapor volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions 
using calculations in paragraph (e) of this section. 

(iii) Estimate CH4 and CO2 volumetric fugitive emissions from volumetric hydrocarbon 
fugitive emissions using Equation W -4 of this section. 

E':.i = E ;.I, ..Y.l ; * '" 
IEq . 1'1-4) 

Where: 

Es,i = GHG i (either CH40r C02) volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 
Es,h = Hydrocarbon vapor volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 
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Mi - Mole percent of a particular GHG i in the hydrocarbon vapors; hydrocarbon vapor 
analysis shall be conducted in accordance with §98.7. 

(iv) Estimate CH4 and CO2 mass fugitive emissions from GHG volumetric fugitive 
emissions using calculations in paragraph (g) of this section 
(v) The storage tank measurements described in this section shall be conducted in the first 
reporting year. Subsequent reporting periods may estimate storage tank emissions by 
substituting the storage tank annual throughput (Q) during the reporting year of interest 
into Equation W-3, using the most recent measurement data required under this section. 
However, the tank: measurements required by this section must be conducted at least once 
every 3 years . 
(vi) For storage tanks with a capacity of210 barrels or less, or less than 10,000 barrels of 
throughput, instead of the method described in §9S.233(d)(5)(ik. emissions may be 
estimated using simulation software packages such as ASPEN or E&P T ANK®, or 
using the Vasquez-Beggs equation, as presented in this paragraph. 

Vasquez-Beggs equation: First, estimate the dissolved gas specific gravity at 100 poWlds 
per square inch gauge (psig) using the following fonnula: 

SG , - + 4._SG, x[I.O + 0.OOOO5912 XAPI XT, XLOg ( --,P,,-:--,1-::7 )] 
. 114.7 

Where: 
SOx -Dissolved gas gravity at 100 psig. 
SG; - Dissolved gas gravity at initial conditions, where air = 1. A suggested default 

value for SG; is 0.90 (OK DEQ, 2004). 

API API gravity of liquid hydrocarbon at final condition. 
-
T; -Temperature of initial conditions in separator eF). 
P; - Pressure of initial conditions of separator or other immediately upstream vessel 

(psig). 

Estimate the CIt! tank emissions using the following fonnula: 

CH, _ C, x SG , x (P, +14.7)c, x exp( -"C,-, _X--:AP-,-'-1 ) x Q X MFCH4 
16 

x 0.001 
. T,+ 460 MVC 

Where: 
CIi, -Annual methane emissions from the storage tank. 
SGx - Dissolved gas gravity, adjusted to 100 psig (as calculated above). 
P; -Pressure in separator or other immediately upstream vessel (psig). 
API - API gravity of stock tank oil at 60°F. 
T; - Temperature in separator eF). 
Q - Storage tank total annual throughput, barrels. 
MFCH4 - Mole fraction ofC"" in the vent gas from the storage tank from facility 

measurements or process knowledge (kg-mole CH.tkg-mole gas); use 0.27 as a 
default ifmeasurement data are not available. 
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16 Molecular weight of Cf4 (kWkg-molej. 
MVC Molar volume conversion factor (~ 836.2sc£'kg-mole). 
0.001 = Conversion factor (metric tonlkg). 

C\, C2,C3 = Constants based on the AP[ gravity of the liquid as defmed below. 


For Go.1 ~ 30oAPI: C 1 ~ 0.0362; C, ~ 1.0937; and C3 ~ 25.724 

For Go•1> 30° API: C1 ~ 0.0178; C, ~ l.l87; and C3 ~ 23.931 

(vii) Storage tanks with a capacity 0[90 barrels or less, or less than 5,000 barrels of 

throughput are excluded from the reporting required in §98.232. 

(6) Key component fugitive emissions. Annual emissions for each key component shall 
be calculated by applying the appropriate company-specific emissions data to the time 
each compressor unit is in the given operating mode. 
(i) In lieu of direct measurement ofkey components, facilities with sufficient 
instrumentation, as dctcnnined by a professional engineer specializing in measurement, 
may use a volume balance calculation to detennine facility fugitive emissions. To 
detennine the volume balance calculation, the amount of gas leaving the facility or 
combusted for energy shall be subtracted from the amount of gas entering the facility. 
The difference would be assumed to have been lost to the atmosphere, and would serve as 
a calculation of fugitive emissions. 
(ii) For key components where direct measurement was conducted, the company-specific 

emissions data shall be used to calculate C14 and C02 using equations W-5 and W-6: 


Emissions; CH 4 (tons) = [Emi.~sion Factor; {mscl ng )"""...ud ('I' x Hours ",..""reed,'I' + 

Emission Factor; {mscf ng )",..""re.d Idle X Hours """,«rludldl. + Emission Factor; (mscfng )"""",,"ri'N 

CH mole% I 
x Hoursu~riud ]18760 x 1,000 (scI 1mscf ) x 4 x (/ ) x 

100 379.3 scf Ibmole 

lion
xMWCH (Ib CH 4 /lbmole CH 4 ) x x Component Count 

, 2,000 Ib 

Equation W-5 

Emissions; COz(tons) = [Emission Factor; (mscf ng)p""'ure.,J op x Hours ~reeJ"" + 

+ Emission Factor; (mset ng)".....,u,.;.,ed idle X Hours p~=ri=cJ idI. + Emission; Factor (msejng)""P'="';Z<'d x 

CO, mole % I 
x Hours ...."......"ri.N] 18760xi,OOO (seflmsef)x - x ( )x

100 379.3 scj/lbmole 

lion 
x MWco (Ib COz/lbmole COz ) x x Component Count 

, 2,000 Ib 

Equation W-6 
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(8) Fugitive emissions shall be calculated and reported as a sum of emissions from the 
associated key components. 

(e) Calculate natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions by 
converting ambient temperature and pressure of natural gas fugitive emissions to standard 
temperature and pressure natural using Equation W -7 of this section. 

E = E." *(460+T,)'P. 

,.. (460+T.)*P' 


(Eq. W-7) 
Where: 
Es,n = Natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at 
standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions. 
Ea,n = Natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at 
actual conditions. 
Ts = Temperature at standard conditions (oF). 
Ta = Temperature at actual emission conditions (oF). 
Ps = Absolute pressure at standard conditions (inches of Hg). 
Pa = Absolute pressure at ambient conditions (inchesofHg). 

(1) Calculate GHG volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions as specified in 
paragraphs (1)(1) and (2) of this section. 
(1) Estimate Cf4 and C02 fugitive emissions from natural gas fugitive emissions using 
Equation W-8 of this section. 

E:j = E;,1I *Mj 

(Eq. W-8) 

Where: 

Es,i = GHG i (either CRt or CO2) volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

Es,n = Natural gas volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

Mi = Mole percent of GHG i in the natural gas. 

(2) For Equation W-8 of this section, the mole percent, Mi, shall be the annual average 
mole percent for each facility, as specified in paragraphs (t)(2)(i) through (vi) ofthis 
section. 
(i) GHG mole percent in produced natural gas for offshore petroleum and natural gas 
production facilities. (ii) GHG mole percent in feed natural gas for all fugitive emissions 
sources upstream of the de-methanizer and GHG mole percent in facility specific residue 
gas to transmission pipeline systems for all fugitive emissions sources downstream of the 
de-methanizer for onshore natural gas processing facilities. 
(iii) GHG mole percent in transmission pipeline natural gas that passes through the 
facility for onshore natural gas transmission compression facilities. (iv) GHG mole 
percent in natural gas stored in underground natural gas storage facilities. (v) GHG mole 
percent in natural gas stored in LNG storage facilities. 
(iv) GHG mole percent in natural gas stored in LNG import and export facilities. 
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(g) Calculate GHG mass fugitive emissions at standard conditions by converting the 
GHG volumetric fugitive emissions into mass fugitive emissions using Equation W-9 of 
this section. 

MassS) = ESJ * PI 
(Eq. W-9) 

Where: 

Masss,i = ORO i (either CH4 or CO2) mass fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

Es,i = GHG i (either Cf4 or CO2) volumetric fugitive emissions at standard conditions. 

i ~ Density ofGHG i; 1.87 kg/m3 for CO2 and 0.68 kg/rn3 for CH.. 


§98.234 Monitoring, Measurement, and QAlQC requirements. 
(a) You shall develop a company specific plan and procedure to determine company
specific emissions data to be utilized for reporting greenhouse gas emissions for key 
components as specified in §98.Z33(d). 
(I) Conduct direct measurement, as specified in §98.234(f), of key components listed in 
§98.233(d) aJU1ually at a randomly selected, statistically representative sample of the full 
population of the company's §98.230 source category facilities. 
(2) Random sampling of facilities. The company shall maintain a list of §98.230 source 
category facilities. The company shall assign a number to each facility, and then 
randomly select at least 20% of the numbers. These randomly selected facilities form the 
basis for the company's facilities to be monitored during the year. The total population of 
the company's facilities in a given year must account for any facilities acquired or 
divested during the reporting year. 
(i) [n the first reporting year a random sample of at least 20% of the company's full 
population of total facilities shall be subject to direct measurement of fugitive emissions 
at key components listed in §98.233(d). The results of the direct measurement will be 
used to develop company specific emissions data. 
(ii) In each subsequent year, at least 20% of the facilities must be selected for monitoring 
under §98.Z34(a)(I) using the method in §98.Z34(a)(Z) aod include facilities that were 
not sampled during the previous five years such that 100% of the facilities are monitored 
during a given five year period, unless a waiver is granted under §98.234(a)(2)(iii). 
(iii) A company may petition the Administrator for a facility sampling size less than the 
20% prescribed in §98.234(a)(I) if the applicant can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
Administrator that the emissions data monitored are statistically representative of the 
emission sources at the facilities. Such a request must be made in writing and approved 
by the Administrator before a smaller facility sampling size can be used. 
(iv) After the first 5 reporting years, or once all of the company's facilities have been 
measured, you shall continue to conduct random sampling at 20% of the total number of 
company facilities. You may petition the Administrator under §98.234(a)(2)(iii)to use the 
developed company-specific emissions data to report fugitive emissions in lieu of direct 
measurement. 
(v) Provide on-site equipment component counts of key components listed in §98.233(d) 
at all reported facilities in the first year of reporting. Equipment component counts may 
be developed utilizing engineering estimates. For a facility required to report fugitive 
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emissions starting January 1, 201 [I], ifall component counts needed to calculate Co, 
mass emissions have not been completed. the operator shall estimate components based 
on the sampled facility component counts. For those facilities reporting estimated 
component counts, the operator shalt provide on-site equipment counts ofkey 
components by June 30, 201[2]. 
(b) You shall develop company-specific emissions data per key component type from the 
direct measurement conducted according to the procedures in §98.234(a). Emissions data 
shall be measured in units of thousands of cubic feet (met) of natural gas. The emissions 
data shall be used to calculate fugitive emissions during the first year of reporting on a 
company-wide basis. 
(1) The developed company-specific emissions data shall be updated annually to 
incorporate the new emissions data from sampled facilities. 
(2) Company-specific emissions data shall be calculated using the median of the 
representative data points sampled as part of the company sampling plan and procedures. 
The company-specific emissions data will be used to calculate fugitive emissions for each 
facility. 
(c) You shall measure all key components in the operating condition found at the time of 
the measurement. Representative data for each operating mode as described in this 
paragraph shall be developed. The hours in each mode must be logged. This may be 
detennined using engineering estimates, best available data, or the company's policies for 
each operating area or facility and equipment. 
(1) Pressurized and running - compressor is being utilized by compressing gas at system 
operating conditions. 
(2) Idle and pressurized - compressor is omine but line pressure in the unit is maintained. 
(3) Depressurized - source is not in operation and unit is blown down, but the station side 
of the suction and discharge valves are at line pressure. 
(d) Direct measurement. You must conduct annual direct measurement of fugitive 
emissions as defined in §98.6 from all key components listed in §9S.233(d) in the 
operating mode found at the time of measurement. 
(I) Use and calibrate direct measurement devices in accordance with industry practices 
and/or manufacturer instructions. 
(2) Owner or operator shall develop and document the procedures used to measure 
fugitive emissions including by not limited to measurement methods, instrument 
calibration, data handling, and data QAlQC . 
(3) Component fugitive emissions sources that are not safely accessible within the 
operator's ann's reach from the ground or stationary platforms are excluded from the 
requirements of this section. 
(e) Determine annual emissions assuming that the fugitive emissions were continuous 
from the beginning of the reporting period or last recorded zero measurement in the 
current reporting period and continuing until the fugitive emissions is repaired. 

§98.235 Pr()(:edures for estimating missing data. 
For the procedures in 98.233 and 98.234. best available estimates shall be used to 
substitute for missing data. Where the missing data is in the nature of a lost or erroneous 
direct measurement, the average of the previous two direct measurements for the 
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component shall be deemed the best available estimate. Where the missing data can be 

obtained from public records or widely accepted references (e.g., ambient temperature), 

those records or references shall be used to supply the best available estimate. In all 

cases, the method used to derive substitute data shall be documented by the owner or 

operator and reported to EPA. 


§98.236 Data reporting requirements. 

In addition to the information required by §98.3( c), each annual report must report 

emissions data as specified in this section. 

(a) Annual emissions reported separately for each of the operations listed in paragraphs 
(a)(l) through (6) of this section. Within each operation, emissions from each source type 
must be reported in the aggregate. 
(1) Offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities. 
(2) Onshore natural gas processing facilities. 
(3) Onshore natural gas transmission compression facilities. 
(4) UndergrmU1d natural gas storage facilities. 
(5) Liquefied natural gas storage facilities. 
(6) Liquefied natural gas import and export facilities. 
(b) Emissions calculated for these sources shall assume no CO2 capture and transfer off 
site. 
(c) Activity data for each aggregated source type level for which emissions are being 
reported. 
(d) Engineering estimate of total component count. 
(e) Total number of compressors and average operating hours per operating mode per 
year for compressors for each operation listed in paragraphs (a)(l) through (6) of this 
section. 
(f) For offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities, the number of connected 

wells, and whether they are producing oil, gas, or both. 
(g) Measurement instruments used. 

§98.237 Records that must be retained. 

In addition to the information required by §98.3(g), you must retain the following 

records: 

(a) Dates on which measurements were conducted. 
(b) All measurements and calculations. 
(c) Calibration and QAJQC reports for measurement instruments used. 
(d) Inputs and outputs of calculations or emissions computer model runs used for 

engineering estimation of emissions. 
(e) Random sampling plan and procedure. 
(f) Measurement procedures 

§98.238 Definitions. 

All terms used in this subpart have the same meaning given in the Clean Air Act and 

subpart A of this part. 
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··Kinder Morgan recommends amending two definitions in Section 98.6. 

Storage tanks: means other vessel that is designed to contain an accumulation oforganic 
hydrocarbon condensates, intermediate hydrocarbon liquids, or produced water and that 
is constructed entirely of nonearthen materials (e.g. , wood, concrete, steel, plastic) that 
provide structural support. Vessels containing lube oil for OIlSite usage are excluded from 
the definition of storage tanks. 

Add " Direct Measurement Device": Any accepted candidate methods with the capability 
to capture and measure fugitive emissions. Accepted candidate methods include but are 
not limited to acoustic devices, high flow sampler, calibrated bags, hot wire 
anemometers, pitot tubes, anubars, turbine meters, orifice plates, etc. 




